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Foreword

The vastness of this crazy thing called life never fails to amaze 
me. It is huge and heavy and layered and different for every person. 
The layers fascinate me. Our lives are full of layers—the family layer, 
the love-life layer, the professional-life layer, the deep-down layer 
no one else sees, and don’t forget the layers upon layers in each of 
those umbrella layers. So now, like every Sandy editor before me, I 
stand back, wipe some grime off the Sandy’s face, pinch her cheeks 
a little, and examine her. And, as with all of human existence, this 
Sandy is chock-full o’ layers. She’s a little heavier with age, being 
the biggest issue to date. She has been carefully designed with a lot 
of thought put into her layout. Her pieces are layer upon layer of 
lovely prose and poetry. Sandy herself is as complex and difficult 
to peel layers from as a person’s life, or a piece of good writing, or 
a worthwhile orange.  At times, I have felt guilty over the complex 
feelings I’ve had toward her, the sometimes unmistakable reluctance 
to be involved with her, or the outright aggravation at her fumbling 
facets. But I’ve realized, all things that don’t have a direct “good” 
feeling, whose impacts upon us aren’t easily recognized and are 
sometimes seemingly negative, ultimately are wonderful, beautiful 
things. So please, read on, and fold back those layers for yourself.   

— Amy Blankenship





“Often we ask ourselves
to make absolute sense

out of what just happens,
and in this way, what we are practicing

is suffering,
which everybody practices,

but strangely few of us
grow graceful in.”

— Tony Hoagland
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Tire Swing

Mackenzie Jones
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BLUE
Lissa Niederer

For weeks after he was born, I cried.  I swaddled him with his arms 
tucked into the fleece blanket and imagined it as a cocoo—silky green 
with gold thread—imagined that when I unwrapped him, he would be 
something else, or somewhere else, and the blanket would lay in broken, 
papery fragments on the floor.  

Glass kisses and paper-maché smiles, we performed for all of his    dot-
ing visitors.  They brought us flowers and teddy bears and balloons—every-
thing blue.  And I always wondered if he could sense it: the blame I laid on 
his twelve-pound body.  I blamed him for making me the emptying source 
of a damless river in my bed, darkness whirling behind my eyelids.  (After 
the delivery, blurry midwife shadows merged and parted like splitting 
cells, speaking in low whispers about blood and hospitals.)  I blamed him 
for binding me to his perfect, cherry crib.  For breaking the night with his 
sorry catcalls and not caring how St. Sebastian’s arrows made me weep.    

Yet I knew somehow—would tell myself over and over again from 
my night’s rocking chair—that he hadn’t, after all, known how weak his 
mother would be.  How selfish, how unable.
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TELL  ME  A  STORY
David Bersell

Let me tell you this: it’s not my earliest memory, but it is probably my 
first meaningful one. I hold a faint image of a girl walking up and intro-
ducing herself to me on my first day in a new kindergarten class. A month 
earlier, Maggie was also the new kid. I remember her short blonde hair. I 
don’t remember what she was wearing. I will say a pink sundress, because 
that feels best in the scene. We must have talked about whatever it is that 
five-year-olds talk about.

 For the next two years Maggie and I played games like “house” and 
“war” at recess. Every weekend after play dates, our moms would return 
to scoop up our bums and sleepy heads, and we would beg and ask and 
never understand why we were not allowed to have sleepovers like other 
best friends. 

A school field trip to an ice skating rink: me curling my mitten fingers 
over the board’s edge to drag myself through laps, fearful of falling, a five-
year-old George Costanza; Maggie proudly falling behind on open ice, 
knees wobbling with each tiny stride, inching closer to her goal.

 At the end of second grade, my family moving from North Carolina 
to Florida coincided with my now being way too cool to want to play with 
girls. Our families kept in touch for ten years, and I saw Maggie twice, the 
last time an awkward preteen encounter. A cheerleader and her basketball 
team’s starting point guard, she couldn’t have made my 12-year-old-self fall 
more in love if she was actually trying. Now, this is the most embarrass-
ing part, and I almost don’t want to admit it to you: my simplest, happiest 
relationship with a woman was with Maggie.

 
In high school, as I stole daydreams from Hawthorne and Vonnegut 

in English class, I sometimes wished that I were best friends with a girl. 
Feminine, yet fearless, she would teach me the ways of women and be there 
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to pick me up when another one crushed me. We would always take care 
of each other, because teenagers can always use a guardian angel. And of 
course, like in the movies, we would always end up together in the end.

 I was close with a group of girls in high school, but we mostly just 
drank warm beer in crowded basements, and I worried too much about 
whether any of them would ever want to date me. Or at least make out 
with me. And if any of them ever did, it just ruined the best friend fantasy, 
and sometimes the real friendship.

Maybe if my family had never left North Carolina, Maggie could 
have been that best friend for me. We would have strung tomato soup cans 
across our windows, and here’s the cute detail that I would always tell her 
boyfriends in our imagined future, we would yell so loud back and forth 
that we never needed the makeshift telephones to begin with. He would 
laugh under his breath, and maybe one day, when one of these boys would 
become a man, I would visit their home and I would whisper that his life and 
child should have been mine. Standing in front of their art-project-covered 
fridge, Maggie would smile sadly, and because she would be polite, she 
would say, “I know...,” and because she would be honest, she would say, 
“But some things don’t work out.” And she would feel sorry for me then, 
but know that you can’t go back, and I would finally learn that you can’t 
make things happen with daydreams.
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SWINGING
Sabrina Landry

There is a promising smell in the air. It speaks to me of spiraled hams 
with honey drizzle, of butternut squash, and cranberry sauce. A seductive 
scent all around me is whispering that there may be fresh butter biscuits 
fluffing in the oven. My mouth begins to water. There are nine of us now, 
my mother, my father, my brother, my sisters, and I, and we have come 
together, all of us, for the simple fact that we are a family.

“Do you want to grab those plates?” my mother calls over her shoulder 
to no one in particular. Three of her children jump to attention, ready to 
help. I, however, am the closest and snatch them up, grunting beneath their 
weight, still eager with all of my twenty years, to best my siblings. 

“Easy there, Miss. Grace,”  my dad says. I grin, sheepish. He glances 
warily at the stack in my arms. It is a look which states clearly he is a man 
who is all too familiar with my family’s natural talent for clumsiness. The 
Landry clan has perfected bumbling mishaps and turned spilling into an 
Olympic event. Our motto is “Oops.” Seconds later, however, his attention is 
diverted from my potentially hazardous position as plate holder by a crash 
and a squeal as two trays of butter splatter to the floor. My youngest sister 
makes use of our motto by way of an apology for the mess. This time it is 
she and not I who holds first place in our ever-growing family tradition. 
“Jesus Christ, who raised you kids?” my father roars. My mother does not 
look up from her mashed sweet potatoes.  

“You did, Bob. Watch your language.” Waltzing lazily up behind her, 
the butter forgotten, my father leans in. He has a kiss for her, but she shoos 
him away with a wooden spatula. “Oh please, you’re just hungry!” Tim, my 
brother, and the eldest of the brood, punches me in the stomach.  

“Getting a little tubby, Muscles, better watch it.” For a moment, I nearly 
forget the plates in my arms. Torn between retaliation and recoil, I lurch 
forward causing the plates to do a dangerous, wobbling dance, grateful as 
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they are steadied by Ashley’s watchful hands. I wink at my spotter.
“Wow, Dad would have killed you,” is all she has to say to me.  
I make my way to the table and finally set down my load. I cannot 

help but look around at the people who are surrounding me now and smile.  
The din of talking has reached a strangely dulled sort of roar as commands 
and questions and playful jests are passed around. The mounting excite-
ment is a sure sign that dinner is nearly ready, and it is easy to forget, so 
surrounded, that things are not always this way.

Four years before, my mother had been diagnosed with a brain tumor, inoper-
able, and so painful, there were days she could barely lift her head from her pillow.  
I sat on the swing out back for hours the day I found out. It had started to drizzle 
when I walked out the door and that drizzle eventually escalated to a full downpour.  
Still, I sat. I could hear the creak of the chains as I swung, back and forth, back and 
forth. I listened to the rustle of the leaves through the wind that muffled the sound 
of the raindrops hitting the ground. The swing carried my weight, and I let it take 
me back and forth, back and forth. I thought about the brain tumor in my mother’s 
head. I thought about how I wished for it to be in mine, back and forth, back and 
forth, I thought. The water dripped over my nose, onto my lips, and seeped into my 
mouth. I thought about all of the hospital visits that would come. I thought about 
not going to the hospital and went back and forth trying to think about what that 
would mean and swallowing hard as I realized I could not.

“What do you think this is, a restaurant? Get your own ham!” My 
father stares at my mother. She stares right back.

“What did you just say to me, woman? Let me remind you, I am the 
king of this household, the KING.” All seven of us watch our parents, wait-
ing to see who will come out on top, though there really is no question—this 
is a well-rehearsed scene the two have been perfecting for the better part 
of their married life. We, like them, enjoy it more and more every day, our 
attention and affection supported and held together by their devotion to 
one another.

“If you’re a king, why are you sitting on a wooden stool? Where’s your 
throne?” my mother asks.

“It’s in the bathroom,” Tim chimes. We all laugh. My father sucker- 
punches him in the shoulder. “It’s true!” he insists.  
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Dinner continues on this way, my mother and father insulting each 
other lovingly, a testament to their thirty-eight years of marriage, the rest 
of us talking and laughing with one another and poking fun, happy for 
once to put aside old grudges and wrongdoings.

“I hear you have a boyfriend,” Jen says to me. I look down at my ham 
and blush. I can feel the warmth spreading to my neck, and all eyes are 
suddenly on me. This is big news.

“You have a boyfriend?” Shelita asks, unable to hide the incredulity 
in her voice. My love life is always an avid interest of hers. She is convinced 
that she is the prettiest among us and so makes all of her judgments ac-
cordingly. If I have a boyfriend, it will become her priority to sabotage the 
coupling, either through a crippling review of my character flaws, or a 
debilitating rundown of my ever-present insecurities.

“Yes I do.” I direct the confirmation to the room, hiding the small 
tremor in my voice with a glare. “He’s going to bring me to meet his family 
soon.” My mother pauses.  

“Are you going to let us meet him?”

 I sat on that swing going back and forth, back and forth, and I replayed the 
conversation where my mother had told us that there was a perceived deadline to her 
life. It seemed so unreal, and yet I was unable to escape it going back and forth, back 
and forth. I couldn’t wrap my head around the idea. All of my memories from home 
revolved around her smiling and laughing, and my family smiling and laughing, 
and I swung back and forth, back and forth between school and home knowing that 
it didn’t ever have to stop, but there on that swing I realized suddenly it did.

Dessert is an ordeal. Shelita wants cake, my mother has made apple 
pie. All around the table there are consensual mumblings accompanied 
by a sly and well placed kick on Ashley’s part beneath the table that shut 
down her whiney protests before they are able to gain momentum and 
cause any issues. Tonight is a night for enjoyment. It is a night to forget 
about futures and pasts.

“Are you telling me you aren’t going to eat it?” my mother asks over a 
thick-cut slice of steaming goodness. The rich sugar-cinnamon aroma wafts 
its way down the table to where I sit. My stomach makes an impatient gurgle 
that doesn’t so much speak of hunger as it does a yearning to give taste to 
that intoxicating smell. Eager to both appease my stomach’s request and also 
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to quench once and for all the faint damper Shelita’s ill-placed complaint 
has left in the air, I lean in front of her with my plate thrust towards the 
heavenly plateau of tin that is the pedestal on which the pie is presented.

“I’ll eat it!” I slobber. Across the table, Tim snorts. 
“You want to keep that boyfriend?” The remark is a cruel jab, the 

meaning of which my brother elaborates on with his fork as he pokes my 
protruding stomach.  

“I’ll eat the whole damn pie myself, and keep my boyfriend, thank you 
very much,” I retort, a half-cocked smile flitting faintly around the corners 
of my mouth, only a hint of real pain perceivable. He winks. The smile on 
my face takes full bloom and he is forgiven.  

Humor is what holds our family together.
Six months previous to our family dinner, my mother rushed me into 

the emergency room for the third time because I could not feel my hands.  
We waited hours before finally managing to be seen. After several lengthy 
tests, our doctor of the evening sat down in his pristine white lab coat to 
explain my possible diagnosis.  

“You may have MS.” There was a pause after the words were spoken, 
a fraction of a heartbeat—long enough for the doctor to assess that his 
words were being processed. “It’s common to start having symptoms at 
your age; most women show signs around the age of 20.”  I can remember 
hearing the statement well enough sitting in that sterile and serious office, 
can even see the few sparse whiskers of speckled salt and pepper hair 
surfacing for their dinnertime appearance serving as a sort of five o’clock 
shadow on his otherwise professional face, but what I remember most is 
laughing a moment later.

“Jesus, Sabrina, here we are thinking something might be wrong, 
and it turns out this is common for women around 20,” my mother piped 
up, filling in the silent space of breath as the doctor looked at me expec-
tantly following the news. “At least we know you aren’t dying!” she added          
enthusiastically.

The swing seemed suspended in mid-air as my mind caught itself and tripped 
over and over the thought of losing my mother. And I went back and back and could 
not move forward. I sank down within myself. The swing continued to carry my 
weight back and forth, and it felt wrong as it went back and forth, back and forth, 
and I stayed where I was reeling back and forth, back and forth as I sank down. 
How could I ever move forward?
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“Dishes! Who’s doing dishes?” my mother sings out. Full, sleepy, and 
content, I have no interest in doing dishes. No one offers. We all look down 
and around and out, but never at our mother.  

“Well, I’m going to visit my throne,” my father informs the table as 
he eases out of his chair. The comment earns a chuckle that ripples around 
the room in a lethargic sort of way. The food has dulled our senses and 
slowed our response time. I have nearly forgotten our mother’s playful 
inquiry for a hand as my father leaves the room, but the memory of it is 
brought back with the sound of her resigned sigh at the head of the table.  
Instantly, my heart tumbles in my chest and I stand, knocking a stray butter 
knife to the ground. I cannot help myself. I want to sustain these moments 
of peace and contentment because I don’t know how long they’ll last, and 
I am terrified to find out.  
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SOSTENUTO
Kate Chianese

a thirty year old man;
she was four years old. 
played only the black keys.
his daughter couldn’t read, 
so he was her eyes.
the composer told her 
to use her ears.

it started out as a conversation:
a few questions, trills, intonations.
an impressive display of teeth
coughing up fricatives,
octaves, nachtmusik. 

that time it rained, 
a gap in the roof
turned maple varnish into
cracked alligator skin.
the high C fell silent. 

arpeggios outgrew 
the wingspan of her hands.
Baby Grand Baldwin
could no longer be tuned.

Hamilton was wheeled away
now stood Yamaha
glinting black, reserved, 
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no fingerprints.

without the composer,
she longs 
to do the hammers some justice.
maybe she’ll have a talk
with the satin ebony, maybe
she’ll learn Schubert
to ring the house 
with chords again. 
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The Cambiata 2009

Robbie Kanner
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The kids stood around Ernie in a small circle. The sunlight peered 
around their bodies and shielded Ernie like half-open blinds in front of a 
window. Shadows, then sun. Light, then dark. I was  in the circle. Ernie 
remained poised with a rock in his right hand. The rock was about the 
size of an average fist, and he had raised it into the air like Zeus ready to 
strike with his mighty lightning bolts. I could hear the voices of the kids 
around me—some ripened from early puberty while others remained 
high-pitched and remotely feminine—as they hollered at him to do it. I 
was quiet, however.  

We were in a small field that opened up about two-tenths of a mile 
behind the first house on Spruce Street, a street named for the inordinate 
amount of spruce trees that lined the area. There wasn’t a lot of traffic there, 
so mischievous ten-year-olds like myself could run around without the fear 
of running into trouble. We crossed the street without looking both ways, 
rode our bikes without helmets, and our parents gave us long leashes as 
long as we didn’t go to the top of the street.  

Spruce Street branched off Route 16, a major trucking route from Port-
land, Maine to the Canadian border. There were 14 houses on the street, all 
within close proximity of each other, which was unusual considering the 
town of Errol’s small size. My house was the third one after the dark yel-
low “DEAD END” sign that was in desperate need of replacement. Every 
night I’d fall asleep listening to the hum of the trucks cruise by, occasionally 
shaking the frame of my bed just enough to make me feel comfortable.  

“You better stay away from the top of the street, young man,” my 
mom used to say. “It only takes once for you to get into trouble.”

“I know, Mom,” I would say with a sigh. “You’ve told me a million 
times.”

THE OTHER SIDE                              
Adam Chabot
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A few years ago, some poor little girl in Colebrook was struck by an 
18-wheeler along Route 16, just north of us. The accident was so bad, her 
body so mutilated, that they literally had to carry her off the road in pieces. 
The driver hadn’t even had a chance to stop. My father used the tragic event 
as an example to keep me from going near Route 16. “See what happens 
when you play near the road,” he’d say. “All it takes is one mistake.” The fear 
he buried inside of me would erupt every time I’d look into his eyes—eyes 
that could scold me with one glance for doing something wrong.

My mom didn’t really have to worry about me going up by Route 16 
though. I wasn’t much for testing her patience. She pretty much let me do 
whatever I wanted as long as I was home before dark and ate my entire 
dinner without rushing out the door again. It was different when my dad 
was still around. He died a few years ago in an accident at work. He was 
a logger and just didn’t get out of the way in time. A few more inches one 
way or another, and he would probably still be alive. I was told that it was 
just “one of those things.” I missed him, but I didn’t know him well. He was 
abrasive and taut, rarely conceding to anything that he didn’t agree with.  
He couldn’t separate work from home. Whenever he would yell or cause a 
scene, I’d hide in my room and wait for him to stop. In the aftermath, my 
mom would translate his rants into, “It’s just his way of making sure you’re 
safe. He just wants what’s best for you.” I would nod. My mom was a bit 
more relaxed than my father had been.

My father would never have let me leave the house when Ernie showed 
up at the front door that day. He was knocking on the wooden frame with 
his chubby fists like he always did, mimicking the rhythm of “Take Me 
Out to the Ballgame.” My mom answered the door. She had taken the day 
off from her job as secretary at the local recreation department, and she’d 
spent most of it watching soap operas. She hadn’t even changed out of her 
flannel pajama pants.  

Ernie Sutton was my age, ten-years-old, but looked like he could pass 
as fifteen. He claimed he could dunk a basketball if he really tried and I 
almost believed him. He was the kind of kid who dominated Little League 
because of his size, but ultimately became victim to his obesity when he 
got older. Ernie lived in the ninth house on the street, but he was always 
up near Route 16, pondering ways he could bolster his self-proclaimed 
“Route 16 Daredevil” status. He would often dare us to run across Route 
16 during the day, just to prove that he was braver than we were. I never 
did it. Neither did anyone else in our group.

Once he told us he snuck out of his house one night, walked up to 
the end of Spruce Street onto Route 16, and lay there on the double yellow 
lines. “I swear to God I did it,” he told my friends and me the following 
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day. “A couple of cars even went by, and I didn’t even move.”
We all thought he was full of it, but if it was true, then I was impressed 

that he was able to pull it off. Maybe he was just lucky.  I certainly didn’t 
have the guts to do it.  

“Is Tony there?” I heard Ernie ask now when my mom opened the 
door. “Or is he still eating lunch?”

“Umm, I don’t know what he’s doing,” she said calling for me.   
“Ernie’s here!” 

 Ernie was picking at his saturated armpits, pulling at the sleeves with 
a thumb and forefinger, sleeves soiled from sweat caused by the summer 
heat. He stopped when I got to the door and grinned at me.

“There’s something you have to see,” he said. “You’ll love it.” 
“What is it? Where?”
“You’ll see. It’s in the field, though. Your mom gonna let you out?”
I turned and saw my mom planted on the couch, feet up, watching 

yet another soap opera. She’d done this a great deal since my dad died. She 
became more introverted and distant when he passed away. I would never 
say she was a bad mom, just absentminded. Whenever I talked to her, it 
seemed like her mind was somewhere else. My mom still hadn’t gotten out 
of the funk, released the ball and chain from the loss she had experienced.  
Every time she took a day off work, she exiled herself from everything and 
lounged around the house watching mindless daytime television or reading 
another Nora Roberts novel.  

 “Hey, Mom!”
“Yeah?” she replied, turning her head slightly toward the door.
“Can I go outside and play with Ernie?” 
“Be back for dinner.” I knew it.
Quickly, I tied my shoes and bolted out the door, following Ernie by a 

step or two even though I knew how to get to the field as surely as I knew 
where my mom kept the Oreos in the cupboard.  

We took a short walk through the woods, along a footpath beaten 
down after years of travel by my friends and I. As Ernie walked in front of 
me, he kept whipping me with low, thin tree branches that slapped me across 
the shins. Of course, he kept blabbering about something but I couldn’t hear 
him because my legs couldn’t take any more pain. He really pissed me off 
sometimes. His stories kept getting more and more ridiculous. I was glad 
I couldn’t hear him gloat about climbing the tallest tree or skipping a rock 
more times than anyone else or about how his dad let him stay up until 
two in the morning to watch the new wrestling pay-per-view.

The hum of an 18-wheeler soared through the trees around us.  
As we approached the field, I saw a few more of my friends huddled 
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in a circle, gawking at something on the ground. One had a stick in his 
hand and was prodding whatever it was. The field wasn’t really a field, 
though. It was an old logging site from the 1970’s, and the large deciduous 
trees hadn’t had a chance to grow back yet. The grass was thick in some 
places; oftentimes I would come home with a tick or two attached to my 
T-shirt, which scared me a little. Ernie once claimed he had a tick buried in 
the back of his leg that got as big as a golf ball. “Didn’t hurt,” he had said.  
But either way, the field was our common ground, the home of countless 
games of “Manhunt,” and the occasional game of wiffleball in the areas 
that weren’t too rocky.  

“What’s he doing?” I asked Ernie, pointing toward the kid with the 
stick. He didn’t answer.  

It was a crow struggling for life. It had one wing dangling, and there 
were masses of bloodied feathers surrounding the poor creature, some feath-
ers being picked up by the breeze and spread out over the terrain. Its chest 
heaved viscerally, and with a loud squawk, it’d collapse onto its backside 
every time it tried to stand. It kept trying to fly away from us, petrified, 
like most birds are of anyone who comes near them. But our presence was 
sending it into a frenzy, and it squealed every time it tried to fly on its busted 
wing. Each poke with the stick would produce the same result.

“I can’t believe it’s not dead yet,” Ernie said as we joined the circle.  
The other kids agreed with nods, staring toward the ground. They stood 
there quietly when we arrived, watching the crow suffer.  

“Where’d it come from?” I asked, trying to look away from the bird 
but remaining entranced by its agony.

“I found it,” Ernie said proudly, standing up a bit straighter. “I saw 
it get clipped by a car at the top of the street. It wasn’t moving so I ran out 
and grabbed it and brought it here. I’ve never seen a dead bird before. But 
then it started moving, and I ran to get you guys.” 

I was repulsed by the story, yet curious. I had never seen a dead bird 
before either, and I’m sure all of my friends felt the same. We all kept look-
ing at the helpless animal clinging to a life that would be over shortly. The 
crow looked terrified, but it had given up on squawking and attempting 
to crawl on its one good wing. Its breathing began to slow, and it stopped 
trying to escape, giving itself up to the mercy of six pre-teens.  

I wasn’t surprised that Ernie would go out and do that. He was the 
kind of kid who would collect as many tadpoles as he could and shove them 
in a sandcastle pail filled with dirtied water. The kind of kid who would 
fry ants with a magnifying glass or flood out their anthills. The kind of kid 
who would shoot rocks out of a slingshot at squirrels for amusement. The 
kind of kid who would do these things and not think anything of it.  
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“What do we do with it?” someone asked.  
“We can’t just leave it here,” the kid with the stick said as he prodded 

it again.
In response, Ernie took off walking like he was looking for something 

on the ground. He bit his lower lip in a diabolical smile.  
“What are you looking for?” I questioned. It felt hard to swallow. I 

couldn’t tear my eyes away from the anguished bird. It had lost a lot of 
blood, and the torrents of red liquid had stained much of the dirt and grass 
around it.  

“A rock.” 
I heard another truck cruise by on Route 16. I could hear the brakes 

moan as it slowed, then the engine accelerate once again like something 
was in the way.

Ernie was about fifteen yards away when I saw him bend over and 
pick up a rock the size of a baseball. He began walking back toward us with 
that same grin. We remained silent as we watched him return, concerned 
about what he planned to do. I knew immediately.

“We’re gonna kill it. Someone grab it, and put it on top of that huge 
rock over there,” Ernie said, first pointing at the crow then over to a large 
boulder surrounded by long blades of thick browning grass.

“I wonder what its brain looks like,” one of my friends said as he 
grabbed the bird by its good wing. The crow tried to nip him, making him 
drop the crow on the ground, landing with a hard thud. He picked it up 
again and tossed the bird onto the rock.  

“Wait, guys, it’s still alive,” I protested meekly. “It’s still breathing.”
“It’s gonna die anyway, Tony. We should kill it, so it doesn’t suffer.”
Ernie adjusted the crow on the rock and spread it out with wings 

outstretched, its head face-down. It began to squirm again and tried to 
crawl away almost like it knew what was coming. The kid with the stick 
threw the piece of wood in the brush, bent over, and held the crow still. I 
was fixated on the crow’s eyes, the dark beady circles that looked at me and 
pleaded with me to help. But its head rested in the guillotine.

I wanted to tell them to stop but I couldn’t. I kept thinking about my 
dad and what he would have done but I just couldn’t interfere. Everyone 
else seemed so into it, like it was the right thing to do. I thought about what 
the bird was thinking. A half an hour ago it was soaring through the air 
or perched on a tree branch, and now it was being tortured by a group of 
stupid kids. It’s too bad it didn’t get out of the way in time.   

Everyone started yelling with excitement, the noise growing in volume 
with each passing second. I couldn’t watch and felt like crying. I watched 
Ernie drop to one knee and raise the rock into the air. I peered through my 
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fingers, repulsed by my friends; I had never hated Ernie more.  
I felt the crow’s eyes imploring me to stop the madness.
The crow began to kick furiously. Each scream became louder and 

louder. Ernie raised his arm as high as it could go, then dropped it down-
ward like a Grim Reaper’s scythe. The sound of the rock hitting the crow’s 
skull made us go silent.  

Ernie raised his arm again, then plunged it with equal force. Then 
again. Then again. Each blow obliterated the poor crow’s head into a sloppy 
mix of blood, brain matter, and skull fragments. When he was done, Ernie 
threw the rock to the side and stood up. We all stared at the desecrated 
creature in front of us, and I felt like throwing up. The truck noise from 
Route 16 roared by us as we stared at what we had done. The sun began 
to set before we decided to leave, Ernie and the rest of the kids clamoring 
about their accomplishment.  

That night, even the groan of the trucks couldn’t put me to sleep.

Later, all I could think of was the crow. The way it squawked when it 
tried to flee on its broken wing. The way it struggled when it was pinned 
to the rock. The way it looked when Ernie’s maniacal deed was complete.  
Every time I wanted to close my eyes, it was all I could see. I thought about 
how things could’ve been different if only the bird had gotten out of the 
way, if only my father had gotten out of the way. Who knows? Maybe the 
poor crow was just as cautious and aware as my father was, and just didn’t 
get out of the way? It was just one of those things.  

The next morning, my eyes heavy from a poor night’s sleep, my mom 
woke me up and told me that I was going to be staying at Ernie’s house for 
the day while she went to work. I got dressed, brushed my teeth, ate a quick 
breakfast of Lucky Charms without milk, and headed to Ernie’s.

The sun was just as hot as the day before with the occasional cloud 
obstructing the bright rays. Thankfully, it was still early and I didn’t have 
to deal with Ernie’s sweaty armpits. When he answered the door, I looked 
toward the floor; I couldn’t look into his eyes.    

“Hey Tony, you wanna play wiffleball later?” Ernie asked me.  
“You mean go to the field?” 
“Yeah, where else?” 
“I don’t know,” I replied, thinking about what he had done to that 

crow. I heard a truck go by on Route 16.  
“I have a better idea,” I said, looking into his eyes. “Let’s go to the end 

of the street. I found something there this morning I want to show you.”
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 Ernie jumped back slightly. He knew how strict my father had been 
and was well aware that I wasn’t supposed to be there. Whenever he and 
my friends wanted to go watch him sprint across Route 16, they would all 
show up at my house and try to coerce me out. I had a good excuse for 
missing out; I was always eating lunch at that time.  

“Really?  Okay, should we go see if anyone else wants to come?” he 
asked while he shoved his chunky feet into a pair of size 10 skateboarding 
shoes.  

“No, that’s fine. Let’s just go.”
While we walked—Ernie didn’t tell anyone he was leaving the house—

I listened to Ernie talk to me about, “That bird we found yesterday. 
“That was really cool. But it wasn’t like the time I went to that…” He 

just made up a false tale bolstering his ego. Something about him meeting 
somebody on the Boston Red Sox and getting a rare autograph.  

The echo of the cars cruising along Route 16 intensified as we ap-
proached. Each roar made a different noise depending on the size of the 
vehicle. A group of motorcycles zoomed by making me jolt with quick 
trepidation. I felt helpless standing there, so meek and insignificant. The 
cars were moving so fast, and with such frequency, that there wasn’t much 
of a chance of making it across without timing it right, and there was no 
way for them to stop in time. Ernie and I stood about 15 feet from the solid 
white line on our side of the road.

“You think you can make it?” I asked, trying to shout over the traffic 
noise. “I bet you can’t make it across!”

“What?”
“Do you think you can run across to the other side? You told me 

you’ve done it before!”
Ernie looked at me, then the road, then back at me. His eyes focused 

toward the spot where dirt and small shrubs met black pavement. He had 
a reputation to keep up. He was the self-proclaimed “Route 16 Daredevil,” 
the one who would sneak out at night and lie down on the double-yellow 
lines and wait for cars to come. I could see the sweat beginning to form on 
his brow. He picked at his armpits like he always did and I turned away 
looking upward to the light blue sky.  

“I don’t have to!” he called. “What do I need to do it again for? You 
know I did it!”

“What? Are you afraid?” I asked. “I thought you weren’t scared of 
anything!”

A flock of birds soared overhead.
Ernie chewed his bottom lip and pushed a pebble around with his 

foot. After a minute he softly said, “I’ll do it,” just barely loud enough for 
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me to hear him.  
 With that he took a few steps toward the road, waiting for enough 

clearance. A car honked at him. His feet looked like they were stuttering.  
He would make one step forward then two steps back. He kept stopping 
to wipe his face, rubbing a sleeve over his forehead.

 I watched intently as he finally took off, his overweight body lum-
bering as fast as his chubby legs could take him. I heard an 18-wheeler’s 
brakes squeal. A loud horn sounded. I wasn’t sure if he had timed it right.  
The truck brakes grew louder. The smell of burning rubber stung my nose 
as all 18 wheels scorched the pavement. Ernie’s body disappeared behind 
the large frame of the truck.

 The truck roared by, unable to stop. I saw Ernie on the other side, 
collapsed to two knees, face red, nearly vomiting. I couldn’t believe it; he 
made it.

 The cars continued to drive by and made it difficult for me to see 
him. I felt like I was watching something from a flipbook, only capturing 
pictures of short scenes between each car. I watched Ernie slowly rise from 
his knees, and I caught his eyes with mine. Gazing into them, I thought of 
my father and the way his eyes would intimidate me. It was the only way I 
learned my lessons. Ernie looked away. I wondered how long it was going 
to take before he could get back across.
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SMALL MOMENT OF ELATION
Elizabeth Kelley

The orb of the universe
pulls its own weight—the way
the clouds heave away from the Earth
will tell you this; the way the wind 
murmurs the grass is a song itself. 

A short time ago, we flew
from the womb, and now
look at us; the way our bodies
move against the atmosphere

or, the way we fall in love. 
In such a short time, I forget— 
and then that instant recognition
springs forth and the whole world
plummets! like the base of the sun rising.

Winner of the Spring 2010 Editors’ Choice Award 
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Growth

Kristen Start
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STANZAS FOR CARVER
Lissa Niederer

When we talk about love, we talk about
the many incomprehensible things.
We converse across tables,
across galaxies, squeezing limes into glasses
of gin and ice, and the light in the kitchen is
heavy with the things we think we know.

Some of us marry men with white knuckles, 
sharp-cornered end tables, and a knack 
for finding the skull beneath our brown
hair.  But they do say I love you, I love you 
when they drag us across the floor.  There are people
who would wire a bomb for the 
need of it all, swallow a .22 caliber pistol when it leaves 
them.  Some of us call that obsession—  
love’s cousin with a twisted heart.  But it could be
love.  It could be.  

Some of us are lips and hands and warm thighs,
passion and clinking glasses.
We are the honeymooners, and the others smirk
as we pass kisses across the smooth tabletop.
And we start to wonder, could we toast to another 
love, and have it feel the same?

Some of us will grow old together and people
will call us the real thing.  Old men and their wives will die
in the hospitals of Memphis, Tokyo, Venice, 
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surviving crashes or cancer but withering
from the canyons between their hospital beds. 

When we are out of words, or overcome by them,
the gin dissolves into wet rings of honesty
at the bottoms of our glasses, and in the gloaming,
our hearts beat and beat and beat.
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“AS FOR MY OWN DATING...”
JW Oliver

     If she can meet my mother and engage her in conversation, make her-
self a polite and endearing guest, she is mature and understanding and I 
appreciate her efforts. If she enjoys this conversation, says something on 
the drive home (“your mother is so nice!”), she is unintelligent and unbal-
anced, and she fades.
     If she can meet my father and his crude friends, compete at his poker 
table viably and with nonchalance, drink enthusiastically without becom-
ing sleepy, dramatic, or otherwise ridiculous, she establishes credibility. 
If she drinks in excess, she exhibits a serious character flaw. If she cannot 
play cards, or if she learns slowly, she is inexperienced and lacking in social 
graces, and she is not invited back. 
     If she can discuss politics with my father without self-righteousness or 
didacticism, she is in touch, a populist. If she can maintain an open mind, 
not clinging to a political dogma, she is to be commended. If she agrees 
with my father too frequently, she is a fascist or stupid, and our association 
will be severed. 
     If she is anti-tobacco, a snob, coughing loudly near smokers or complain-
ing of my smell and taste after a long drive or a night out (the occasions when 
my own habit is most prevalent) she is illogical and comprehends nothing 
of tobacco’s history, of its former status as a symbol of luxury, worldliness, 
and thought, not only a carcinogen. She is too easily susceptible to fads of 
morality and incapable of thinking for herself. 
     If she smokes more than I do, she is an addict, another character weakness 
and possible sign of lasting emotional damage, and she is deemed unfit. 
     If she is religious, fine. If she is proselytizing with her religion, she is 
gullible or crazy, and should be mocked. If she scorns religion, she lacks a 
basic understanding of its usefulness in society as well as respect for her 
fellows. She probably nurses a powerful superiority complex and is almost 
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definitely ethically unsound. 
     If she understands the importance of sports, of football on a Sunday 
afternoon, baseball in October, basketball from March into June, she is a 
reasonable person and is cautiously awarded two points. If she becomes a 
fixture on Sunday afternoons or possesses a more thorough knowledge of 
the game than I, suspicion sets in. 
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MINGUS  AND  HIS  FIRST  WIFE
Matthew Luzitano

Someone watched the first
brick of the chimney
tumble off the roof.
Chip her driveway.

Someone loved his wife forever
in letters; at night on tour fell
and fell into any girl. Someone spread
jazz like a dagger into any girl’s body.

Someone lacerated the baby
grand in the living room
with a buckknife, left its legs
in piles of sawdust on the den carpet.

Someone burnt the garden
petunias one by one
with a lighter and spread
the ashes on his wife’s side of the bed.

Someone left the gas
stove on all night, filled
the house with its stench.
Someone lit a match.
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SOUL OBSESSION
Kate Thompson

I touched the soft underbellies of my eyes with cold fingertips. They grooved 
deeply, deeper than they ever had before. I leaned close to the mirror and 
beheld what was left of myself, mostly, just dimness and fear. I rested my 
forehead on the cold pane and whispered that everything would be okay. 
Somehow, the hunger would fade. Somehow, things would work out and I 
would be beautiful. But I felt despair knot in my chest and it became hard 
to breath with the sheer volume of it, always building. There was no escap-
ing. The walls were closing in. 
 The truth of the matter was that nothing was okay. I hadn’t eaten 
that day and my body groaned in protest. Feed me, it said, why wont you 
feed me? I had no answer, no voice with which to reply. The sickness had 
taken all of that away. I was only fourteen. Everyday I visited the scale like 
a lover, a best friend. I shrugged out of my clothes and stood on the cool 
rubber-coated stainless steel. I watched the numbers with rapt attention, 
never letting my eyes wander from their steady descent. I think it made me 
feel powerful but I honestly cant remember anymore. The beginning was 
so long ago, now, just faint memories dancing in my wake. 
 Every movement was an exercise and every meal was the enemy. 
The joy was gone and living was a chore reserved for those with stouter 
hearts and better minds. I remember sitting in the cafeteria of my high school 
one cool fall afternoon. It was the day I came out of my first episode, and 
I’ll never forget the horror that punctuated my heartbeat when I realized 
that I didn’t know where I was, or how long I had been there. 
 I stood hollowly and ran my fingers through my hair. It had grown. 
When?  Each step towards the bathroom was labored and heavy. The door 
weighed more than me and I had to brace myself to open it. The mirror 
met me, an unfamiliar face. I ran my fingertips along the underbellies of 
my eyes and beheld what was left- despair, numbness and fear. 
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 I hugged myself and my arms easily wrapped around the circum-
ference of my chest. There was nothing left of me; I had fallen away from 
myself, disjointed and crumbling. I was so damned cold. The sickness 
gripped my bones like tiny fingers, always probing. I still haven’t really 
found myself, yet. 
 The second and last episode occurred during a time I call, “Near 
End.” I awoke on my bed to find that I had slept for fourteen hours. My 
body was frail and wracked with shivers and when I tried to stand I found 
that I couldn’t. My body was finally rebelling from the abuse it had taken 
for so long. I’m going to give up, it said to me gently, I just wanted you to 
know that I’m near the end. I nodded to myself and went back to sleep. 
 It’s a dark and frightening time when you decide that it’s all right 
to let go. When every fiber of your being is too tired to go on and you’re 
okay with it. Suddenly, it isnt about being thin and beautiful anymore. It 
isn’t even about control. That thought means next to nothing beside death. 
You just want to sleep, the rest of it can wait an eternity. There is another 
feeling that comes, and it is called relief. I still haven’t found myself yet, 
but someday there will be a freedom I can only dream of. 
 For five years I have struggled to find myself in the miasma of 
hunger and self-loathing. I am still looking for the wide-eyed girl with the 
innocent heart. She’s clear-headed, young, and intuitive. She’s bright, cheery, 
and full of the vigor of life. She is the girl I left for dead when I opted to 
starve myself to be beautiful. Today, I search for her with a new longing, 
and I will find her, if it is the last thing I do.
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DEVOURED
Sarah Gauvin

You consume me— 
Selective nibbles that turned into 
bites so large I lost limbs
to single gulps: a taste of torso here,
a slice of thigh there, 
and eventually a callused foot
with chipping polish, 
for I will never 
learn
to keep my shoes on. 

And anyways, you’ve been working at 
my independence for a while now, 
but the gristle is thick 
and the meat so sweet 
that you’ll grind your teeth down
to the gum-line before the tearing will cease
and by then I’ll be just a pile of bones,
smooth and white, worn to the touch
with lips—
raw lips that kiss but cannot feel.

you’ll keep me close— 
in a Crown Royal bag with gold 
embellishment shoved inside your pocket so that I 
might suffocate on your intentions— 
no light or life; Just darkness and you
and lint 
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from yesterday’s laundry and
a folded receipt with her invitation on the back—
scribbled o’s that tangle together
y’s and u’s and pretty lies like
“You are amazing” in pink ink, 
wrinkled and well-read.
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Camouflage

Lauren Taylor
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EVERYTHING THAT MOVED
Lee Cart

Growing up, my dad and my brother did not hunt or own any guns. No 
one I knew hunted for sport or to provide food for their family. I did not 
know the first thing about guns other than that they could kill. Then I met 
my husband-to-be at a contradance held in the basement of a small church 
in Augusta. He was a hunter who lived in a small cabin in the northern 
Maine woods near Jackman on the shores of a pond. He had grown up fir-
ing guns at targets for fun, and as an adult, continued to use them to hunt. 
He lived off the land, and he hunted in order to live. Being a meat-eater, 
this man impressed upon me the necessity of killing animals in order to 
survive. He believed it was far healthier to eat wild game and considerably 
less expensive than purchasing meat from the grocery store. 
 Even after we were married, I was uneasy around his guns, un-
comfortable with the feel of them in my hands when I moved them from 
behind the door to sweep the floor or had to touch the one he kept under 
the mattress when I changed the sheets on the futon. I disliked the cold 
metal, the smell of gun oil, the weight and sense of death when I hefted 
one. I never knew whether they were loaded and was afraid to look, afraid 
I would accidentally cock the gun and trip the hammer.
 Still, I watched this man of the house shoot ruffed grouse, ducks, 
rabbits, deer and bear for our food. My fear lessened as I began to see guns 
as tools, instead of killing weapons. After our first few years together, my 
husband gave me a lightweight shotgun. It was around four feet long, with 
a long blue-gray barrel; its stock was made of bird’s eye maple, and it fit 
comfortably against my shoulder. He showed me how to aim it, load it, 
cock it and fire it at a hay bale with a target spray painted on its side. He 
stood by me and insisted I learn to shoot, despite my fears.  He told me 
our family was growing, and we needed to both hunt to feed our young 
boys.
 “I can’t do this all by myself,” he told me. “Besides, your hearing 
is better than mine. You can hear the partridges long before I do.”
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 “Okay, okay, I’ll try. But, I won’t clean them. You have to do that,” 
I said.  In the past, I had grown nauseous watching him clean birds. Slicing 
open the body cavity, exposing the raw guts, the room would fill with a 
mixture of spicy wintergreen berries, leaves, and shit. I couldn’t disconnect 
that smell from my mind, even when the bird was cooked. I found I couldn’t 
eat any birds I had seen cleaned.
 I was nervous the first time I went out into the woods near our house 
with the Savage .410 shotgun in my gloved hands and a pocket full of bird 
shot. I felt the weight of the gun dragging my arm down and I practiced 
holding the tip up off the ground, even though it threw my wrist into an 
awkward angle. My husband had warned me about touching the gun to 
the ground because I could accidentally fill the end of the barrel with dirt 
or rocks and have the gun misfire when I tried to shoot it.
  I adjusted my blaze orange vest; the plastic scrunched as I moved, 
and I wondered how I would ever hear a ruffed grouse in the undergrowth. 
Wet leaves lay under the birch and maple trees in a mosaic of fall colors, 
pumpkin orange, burgundy red, golden yellow, and russet brown. I en-
tered a small stand of black spruce. The dark needles still dripped from 
the morning’s rain storm, but the sky was beginning to clear in the west. 
I hoped the birds might be out and moving about now that the rain had 
stopped. 
 I slowly walked the trail that skirted the pond, getting farther and 
farther away from the house. I stopped and placed a shell in the chamber, 
then continued walking, extremely conscious that the gun was loaded. I now 
carried a sentence of death for anything that moved. The trees dripped.  I 
stopped to listen and look around the thick woods. I approached a thicket 
of small fir trees with caution, as I had often seen partridge here, pecking 
at the soft fir tips or wintergreen berries that grew among the moss covered 
rocks. 
 I saw a grouse in the thick undergrowth and cocked the gun, but 
I realized I did not have a clear shot. The bird heard the crackle of my vest 
and flew up into the branches of a dead spruce tree. I lifted the gun to my 
shoulder, sighted down the barrel, placed the bead at the end of it on the 
head of the grouse, took a deep breath and pulled the trigger. The gun fired, 
knocking me painfully in the shoulder. My ears rang with the blast. A puff 
of gun smoke drifted off into the air, and I looked up into the tree. The bird 
was gone, so I approached the base of the large spruce. The partridge lay 
in the moss and leaves, fluttering its wings as the life slowly left its body. 
I watched it for a long time after it stopped moving. I was afraid to pick it 
up, afraid it wasn’t really dead, just pretending like some alien creature in a 
horror movie, sure that it would turn its head and  bite me with razor sharp 
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teeth the minute I tried to touch it. Finally, I grabbed a stick and poked the 
grouse; it didn’t move so I picked it up in my gloves. 
 Even through the damp leather, I could feel the heat of the body, 
the weight of the bird as it drooped in my hands. I had done it. I had killed 
it. I had provided food for myself and my family. Suddenly, I felt powerful, 
gleeful, manly. I looked around for more birds; the thrill of killing some-
thing was in my blood, and I wanted to shoot again and again, returning 
home triumphant, my arms laden with dead bodies. However, there were 
no more birds in the area, so I reluctantly turned back towards the house 
with my lone grouse.
 My sons had heard the shot from across the pond and waited at 
the edge of the woods for me to appear. They jumped with delight when I 
showed them my partridge.
 “You did it, Mom,” my oldest son, Yule said. “I’m going to go 
get Dad.” Yule ran to the workshop where my husband was working. He 
seemed pleased that I had returned with food for the table. I handed the 
bird over to him, reminding him of his promise to clean any birds I brought 
home. I, in turn, promised to cook it for our supper and to go back out the 
next day to find more. The tail was fanned out and pinned to the wall over 
the dining room table like a trophy. From then on, as grouse were shot, 
their tails were removed and pinned to the wall where all could see the 
chocolate brown and tan feathers on display.  

 One hunting season revolved into another. I continued to shoot only 
partridge as I could not fathom the idea of shooting a bear or a deer, even 
though the extra meat would have certainly been a useful and necessary 
addition to our larder. I was afraid I would maim a larger animal and then 
not be able to track it; afraid I would not only lose the animal but get lost 
myself if I tried to follow a wounded deer or bear into the thick, uninhabited 
paper company lands around Spencer Lake and Parlin Pond. 
 As each of our sons reached the age of eight, my husband taught 
him to hunt. The four of them would go out into the woods for hours at 
a time, coming home with a few rabbits, ducks, or grouse. It was enough 
game to keep us fed for a few days and then they would go back out into 
the woods for more. Now anything and everything that moved became a 
target once the calendar rolled into October.  I was told to keep a look-out 
for any and all game, to give the cry if any animal was walking by. The 
numerous red squirrels in the woods became target practice, but I was still 
required to cook them.  Their bodies were so filled with pellets that the 
only thing I could do with them was boil them until the meat fell off the 
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bones. Then I carefully picked through the broth, removing all the bones 
and pellets before turning the mixture into a thick stew.  As the days grew 
colder, the pond filled with flocks of red-breasted mergansers, wood ducks 
and a few pairs of mallards headed south. The boys stalked them from the 
shore, creeping with the patience of cats through the reeds until they had 
clear shots. Covered in mud and wet to their knees from wading out into 
the icy water, they brought home ducks whose guts smelled like fish. I had 
to soak them overnight in cold salt water to rid them of their fishy taste 
before roasting them with garlic and onions.   Eventually my husband and 
sons had to hunt farther and farther from the house as they cleared the lo-
cal woods of game.  Although I loved the taste of wild meat, I slowly grew 
to hate the fall, knowing the change in seasons meant death for so many 
animals. Often, I would see something move, know it was fair game and 
rush outside to scare it away before anyone could grab a gun and shoot 
it. 
 One fall, on a whim, I bought a package of animal totem cards. 
I wanted to see what these cards would say my animal spirit might be. I 
had grown up in Mexico, far away from these northern pine woods and 
its array of animals and I had always felt a kinship to the black jaguar, the 
powerful spirit god of the Mayan people.  I was curious to see if the tarot 
cards would tell me the connection I had always felt with the jaguar was 
true. I flipped through the deck, looking at all the animals, the fox, the jag-
uar, the panther, the grouse. I read the brief description on laying out the 
cards, shuffled them and took a card from the top, careful to turn it over 
from left to right. I continued to lay out the cards in the proper sequence. 
To my surprise, the black jaguar did not turn up. However, the seven card 
spread revealed that the partridge was one of my kindred spirits; it was a 
source of personal power and enlightenment for me. I sat and held the card 
in my hand, studied the chocolate brown and tan drawing and looked at 
the numerous grouse tails pinned to the wall. This bird meant power and 
enlightenment and yet, I had killed so many of them. I wondered if I was 
in some way destroying myself every time I shot a bird. 
  The next day, I carried the tarot card in my pocket when I went out 
to hunt. I skirted the edge of the pond, stepping softly through the under-
brush. I spotted a grouse scrabbling in the leaves under a tamarack tree, 
sighted down the end of the barrel and pulled the trigger. The partridge 
flapped its wings and fell over, fluttering in a circle as it slowly died. The 
minute I saw the bird fall, I knew I had made a mistake in shooting it. I felt 
a tiny piece of me shrivel inside. Tears ran down my face while I watched 
it die.  “I’m sorry, I’m sorry,” I said over and over again until its wings 
and heart stopped beating. I picked up the limp, warm body and wiped 
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its feathers against my cheek, brushing away my tears with their softness. 
Blood streaked my cheek but I didn’t care. What had once filled me with 
glee now filled me with dread, regret, and remorse.  I returned home with 
the bird, pinned its tail to the wall, but I refused to eat that night. I also 
stopped going out into the woods to hunt. Several days passed, and my 
husband noticed my behavior. 
 “Why aren’t you going out hunting?” he asked. 
 “I don’t want to do it any more. I feel terrible when I shoot a bird,” 
I said.
 “Well, we need the food. I can’t do this all by myself, you know.” 
His muscular body loomed over me and I backed away.
 “I’m telling you, I can’t shoot them any more. You’re the man of 
the house; you and the boys go shoot them. I’ll cook anything you bring 
in, just please don’t make me go hunting anymore.” 
 “I thought you liked hunting; that’s why I gave you your own gun. 
You told me it made you feel like one of us.”
 “Yes, I know that’s what I said. But, things are different now. Re-
member those tarot cards I bought? Well,  I did a reading; the cards say the 
grouse is my source of power. . . ” My husband interrupted me. 
 “I don’t believe in tarot cards or their damn meanings. You need 
to pull your weight around here,” he replied. He turned and stomped 
away. 
 I grew increasingly depressed every time my husband insisted I 
go out hunting. He would not listen to me when I said I did not want to 
go. Frequently, I went and sat under a maple or a spruce tree, far from the 
house, and cried. I held the tarot card in my hand and let my tears drip to 
the moss beneath my feet. I wondered why I was so sad and knew it had to 
do with my life with my husband. It was a difficult life, full of hard work 
and little fun. It was a life for men and boys, filled six months out of the 
year with killing everything that moved. I was beginning to realize I didn’t 
fit in. I was a woman, I wanted to celebrate life, and explore my spirituality. 
I didn’t want to kill any more or see animals being killed.  
After an hour or two of crying, I would fire off the gun into the ground and 
return home.  Better to waste a shell or two, I thought and have everyone 
at home think I had at least tried to shoot a bird than return with all the 
shells intact. 
 My depression increased until I was afraid to walk with the gun 
in my hand. I was fearful I might turn it on myself, end my own life and 
let everyone think I had had an unfortunate accident. When I came to this 
realization, I returned home, wiped the shotgun off with an oiled rag, placed 
it back behind the door and never picked it up again. 
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DANCE OF DEATH
Courtney Marie Bengtson

our bodies clash—skin on skin,
on teeth, on bones.  snarling
at the insult of bare inches that
separate us, you haul me astride
your braced legs, straining
sinew biting up into the softness
beneath my thighs.  my teeth
close over the point of your shoulder,
and my mouth is hot and sharp
with the taste of iron.

you dig your fingers in, lock
my hips into yours like a pair
of bucks lock antlers, struggling
beneath the pines, snorting
white clouds that freeze, fall
to the ground, and are trampled.
they spin together while you
twist closer, breathing my skin and
blending our bones, tighter and tighter
until bent, folded, flush together
we die.
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P’S  MUSINGS (EYES ON THE PRIZE)
Elliott Vogel

Angel from her arrival, P
dancing into a corrupt scene,
mocks mortals with Hades.

His real name, P says
with silent smile,
is Eternity.

He silently
wanders
the aisles of Hell, pestering customers.

He should
get out sometimes.

P peers through the window,
destination now determined,
winter months warping their way
through her moonlit face.

Her attitude, quiet
face drooping like pomegranate
rotting.

An owl, P says
flitting his prophetic wingtips,
his screeches symbolizing
the Master, the slaves he holds
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in Hell, and
the way their songs break
apart the rock—
sirens on the cliff calling
slave ships back to shore.

I’m leaving, P says
one day.

She’s packed lightly,
carrying wind
on her back, over
her shoulder.
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ORIGINAL SIN
Liam Bechen

i come from the lineage of
stones who turn over
to show us their wounded
undersides, and
butches who shift their 
curveless edges to the tune
in the dark smoky room
until the pads of their toes are tender
and i come from breasts
that are bound like stone
to the wall of history
that cures the female
in oil for cooking.
i come from
the female body,
tearing open the chasm
three stitches wide.
boiling water to boil 
oppression in my kitchen
like my mother, who boils
eggs the same way on
sunday mornings for 
my father still in his bed,
the rising water plugging her ears:
mom, i am your oldest daughter; 
mom, i am your oldest son;
smoke signals kissing cheeks and 
burning her eyes,
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this is the origin that will kill me
and i am blind, mute and howling
inside the hollow canal 
that bore me out on alms 
of blood from my
tiny protesting hands.
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Untitled #48

Trevor Spangle
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QUITTING H (AGAIN)
D. Jamez Terry

This is the last time,
you say, and I just say okay,
wondering which last time—
the last time today,
this week, this year,
the last time until the next time
that we both know will come

I used to worry
that each time I saw you
would be the last
that each phone call
could be the last
used to dread your father’s voice
saying that the last time
had killed you

There have been so many last times
that I’ve lost count
stopped trying to stop you
accepted that only you
can decide how long
this will last

Once I almost joined you,
understanding the appeal
of peace that comes in a needle,
but I knew that if I gave in
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that first time
it would not be the last
and I too would be caught
in the circular lie
of never again

We both know there are no last times,
only this times,
been-a-long-times,
next time’s
gonna be the last
for now

Your voice is thick and heavy
as you repeat that this time
will be the last
and I just say okay
because this time
there’s nothing else to say
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PART I
Michelle Robinson

 There was this moment in the taxicab when I touched your hand.
 We were looking for her, my best friend, your lover. She ran from 
the apartment onto the street still drunk at three in the morning.
 She could be dead, lost, raped, wandering the city streets alone, 
but I still savor the feel of my leg against yours, the way we silently hold 
hands in the taxicab,
 and I love you,
I love every moment of this unfortunate evening.
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Light the Way

Renee Scott
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PIXILATED LOVER
Lauren Taylor

 It’s a video I took on my phone (the phone I hate and am continually 
trying to destroy in discrete ways). I took it sometime last spring, back when 
the phone’s silver metal was still scratch-free, and though the mechanical 
pixels skip and jump, the images still feel liquid, the way all good memories 
do. The landscape is composed of washed out colors, like aged-blues and 
grays, but it feels yellow to me. It’s funny how memories tend to become 
warm in retrospect, even if the day was cold. 
 I remember holding down the video button. I was afraid he’d tell 
me to put the camera away, covering his face with his hands, but the fifteen 
seconds of film start with a smile on the lower half of his face. He’s holding 
a little row of sticks in his right hand, woven together with black tape we found in 
the dirt; the kind of black tape you find in old cassettes, the kind that once 
played music. I think we’d gone down to the river to talk that day, possibly 
with the intention of intense conversation (concerning our expired romance). 
I consider the possibility of intensity, because only when I’m overly aware 
of my situation do I need something to occupy my hands, and while we 
sat together, our knees barely touching, I nervously broke twigs between 
my fingertips and tied them together, side by side, into a makeshift raft. 
When he noticed my progress, he began to help me by searching for pieces 
of cardboard for a sail and reeds to increase durability.
 As the first few seconds bounce together, he leans on his calves, 
lowering his right hand onto the water’s surface to see if the raft will float. 
 “Ready?” he asks,
 “Yeah, I’m recording.”
He places it so carefully on the grey water, so as not to risk its immediate failure. 
His left hand hovers over it, useless, but as if he’s trying to emanate energy from 
it, to increase the chance of the raft’s success. He’s crouched down as it wobbles off 
in the water. He was always crouched, as though his shoulders were pulled 
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towards the floor where he thought they belonged. As he hesitantly lets go, 
he lets out a surprised laugh as I yell encouragement at the untidy object, my voice 
louder than any other recorded sound. 
 Then he keeps laughing. The laugh I always thought was his fake 
one, the way his voice pushed from the bottom of his throat. But he often 
assured me it was genuine.
 The tiny raft releases ripples on the water as it floats farther away from my 
camera’s vision, gaining freedom with the moving air. Ripples don’t only surround 
the bundle of wooden sticks but encircle him as he jumps up on the rock exclaiming 
he’s going to follow it. The camera doesn’t see him rise. His white shirt consumes 
the screen before the fifteen second count down cuts his action short.

I used to lie on my bed before I fell asleep and watch that video over and 
over again. It made me smile and prompted every memory around it — of 
him slipping on the bank and falling into the river, soaked up to his knees 
in mud. And it made me recollect my past in ways that may vary from the 
truth. My memories are being replaced with these images, as I forget actu-
ality and memorize every motion in the short video. I forget how his hand 
felt when it took mine to walk home, but I remember how he brushed the 
top layer of his hair out of his eyes, as he leaned over the water. 
 Maybe this is a different sort of memory.
 Maybe someday this phone will break, before the warranty expires 
and I’ll just have those fifteen seconds to remember perfectly, with a percep-
tion of sunlight that didn’t even shine that day.
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Something Derivative

Linsey Albrecht
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AFTERTREMOR
Liam Bechen

the plain gentle moment before really waking
nuzzled steady in the crook of sleep,
steady like the bread next to the toaster,

eggs sizzling grease onto the backboard 
of the stove, the easy going-on around you
after the long silence of unconsciousness.

but then the yawn and that moment.
the darkness of forgetting after knowing:
buttering the soul with knowing 

again, taking into our mouths the 
tinny taste of terror, the rum spice 
of death, the intoxication,

the impossible demon of Going Forward
as Rising (like dough, like hoping for truth 
to erase itself, like ashy rinds of bones, smoking)

crushes survival to the sidewalk,
pins lungs past breathing, unable
to see air: only smoke, only desperate 
circles around circles 
and circles and circles, gasping.
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THIS  IS  A  DREAM,  ISN’T  IT?
Amanda Reynolds-Gregg

Five years old: Velociraptors have gotten into my house. I’m not sure how. 
I am in my room in bed with the door closed and yet I can also see them in 
the hallway. There are two of them. They’re perfect duplicates from the ones 
in the Jurassic Park movies, which I have seen several times. They creep 
through the hallway, tails hovering behind them, claws clicking against 
the cheap hardwood floor. One of them breaks away from the other to go 
into my mother’s bedroom. The other pushes my door open with its snout 
and enters. I throw the covers over my head and burrow into my bed as 
best as I can.
 Monsters can’t see you if you can’t see them.
 Fourteen years old: Qui-gon Jinn and Obi-wan Kenobi—the first a 
Jedi master and the second a Jedi Padawan—are driving me to safety. There’s 
a parrot in the car, too. Sometimes it’s alive and squawks in protest of Master 
Jinn’s driving skills. Other times it’s just a stuffed animal, nonchalant and 
stuffed with cotton balls. We stop at nondescript building on top of a hill. 
The Jedi tell me to wait and leave me in the car, not even leaving behind 
the keys. I lean against the car door and close my eyes. From behind me, 
on the hill, Darth Maul appears. He is all cloak and red and black tattoos 
and yellow eyes and stubby horns. He is walking towards the car, towards 
vulnerable and unprotected me. When he gets to my door, I haven’t moved 
a muscle. Am I paralyzed by fear or awe? I’m not sure. Perhaps both. He 
opens the door and I fall out, lying at his feet. The old possum trick. He 
looks down at me, mildly amused. There, in his right hand, is the double-
edged lightsaber. I know he’s going to kill me and there’s nothing I can do 
about it.
 Some problems, the most important ones in fact, can’t be solved by 
simply ignoring them.
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 Ten years old: I’m on a school field trip. The bus pulls up to a build-
ing which I’ve never been to and yet somehow looks and feels familiar. 
Inside, it looks like a place where old people stay, pastel-painted walls and 
wheelchairs lining the hallways. I’m surprised to see my grandfather there, 
my Papa. He’s been dead for three years, but there’s no doubt that it’s him. 
Part of his sleeve on the left side of his shirt is rolled up to reveal the faint, 
blue lines of an old army tattoo. The hair on top of his head is thin and 
mostly grey. To gaze upon the world, he wears old glasses, large magnify-
ing lens attached to each eye. He’s even sitting in his old lounge chair, the 
one that was an almost permanent addition to his hindquarters in the last 
decade of his life.  I run up to him, excited to see him. He frowns at me, his 
eyes confused and unfocused. He tells me he has no idea who I am. Even 
after a lifetime of explaining and a river of tears, he still doesn’t recognize 
me. The teacher, only a long dress in my eyes, rounds the students back 
up. The field trip is over.
 A loved one lives on if you remember them, even after death.
 Twelve years old: Heath Ledger is spooning with me on a couch in 
the backroom of a grocery store. I found him back here after Mom or Gram-
mie or my Aunt Jen sent me to look for something. It’s nothing romantic; 
we’re just talking. He’s even telling me about some kind of problem he’s 
having with his current girlfriend. What was her name again? I’m very 
comfortable.
 Connection with another human being need not be sexual in order 
to be meaningful.
 Twenty-one years old: I’m trying to drive down a road in Farm-
ingdale, Maine. It is night. Nothing around me is in clear focus; everything 
is some shade of black, ebony upon sable and then topped with onyx, 
making it even harder for me to tell where exactly I am going. Is that a 
stop sign ahead or a tree? I’m praying that I won’t get pulled over because 
part of me—the small part of me that realizes I’m asleep—remembers that 
I don’t have a license. I don’t want to go to jail, don’t want to break my 
grandmother’s heart or be made someone’s bitch. I’m not ready to wear 
an orange jumpsuit or eat all my meals on a tray. My body doesn’t listen 
to me though; my feet are planted to the gas pedal and my hands swing 
the steering wheel all over the place. I cause several accidents which result 
in several deaths; no injuries, just deaths. This car won’t allow me to take 
survivors. In the distance, I hear sirens.
 Always wear a seatbelt.
 Nineteen years old: I’m sitting in the back of a pickup truck. I’m 
not sure how it ended up here; it’s parked in the middle of a field and there 
doesn’t seem to be a road anywhere. The grass is tall and untamed. I feel 
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calm though. The day is warm, a strong breeze keeping my hair out of my 
face. There’s a boy playing in the grass, maybe six-years-old or younger. 
For a moment, I think it might be Noah, the nephew of my godmother. A 
second later, I’m more or less convinced it’s the nephew of my crush. My 
blonde-haired and blue-eyed crush sits next to me. Neither of us talk, instead 
choosing just to stare at the indefinable boy. Suddenly, my crush leans over, 
grabs my face and kisses me. I’m paralyzed. I’m elated. I’m…doing nothing. 
I feel the world begin to melt away, feel every inch of my body sliding into 
focus. No, I think, I don’t want to wake.
 Unrequited love is the most painful form of affection there is.
 Thirteen years old: I put a gun to my younger brother’s head. Nick 
is eight. We’re both laughing, thinking it’s a good joke. Just too funny. I pull 
the trigger and a bullet goes into his brain. He falls to the ground in slow 
motion, crumpling onto his left side. When he dies, he is looking at me with 
mild confusion. That’s strange, that expression seems to say. Why would 
you go and do a thing like that?
 No matter how much you quarrel with a sibling, hang onto them 
for you never know when you will need them most.
 Fifteen years old: Mom abandons me in the Ames parking lot. I have 
to walk home from Augusta all the way to West Gardiner. I’m swearing the 
whole time. She’s gonna get it when I get home, let me tell you.
 Buy practical shoes.
 Twenty-one years old: A devastating zombie outbreak in Farming-
ton. The zombies are not like ones from the movies. In a way, they resemble 
vampires. They can talk, they are able to move around fairly quickly, and 
they only pose a threat during the night. Once night does come, I am des-
perately trying to find someplace to hide. This is the only way to survive. 
I try hiding in a car, but they spot me. One big brute in particular seems 
angry at my failed attempt to elude him. Taunting me, he begins banging 
on the windows, smearing his own blood everywhere. I get behind the 
wheel and drive away. Of course, as usual, my driving is terrible. I hit just 
as many stop signs, traffic lights and innocents as I do zombies. I attempt to 
leave town time after time again, but each time they manage to keep a step 
ahead of me. There’s a barricade of rotting flesh and yellow tape waiting 
for me at every exit. I am trapped. I find a tree house and hide out there 
for a while. I feel restless though and leave shortly after the entire Writer’s 
Guild shows up. They urge me to stay, but I won’t. I have to keep moving. 
The next day, my boyfriend—bitten but not yet transformed—decides to 
turn me into a zombie too. He wants us to be together forever, even in the 
undead. I almost break up with him over this, but then decide not to. Maybe 
the single life is just too terrible a fate to suffer before death.
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 Eighteen years old: I’m sitting behind the wheel of a pickup truck. 
My friend Cassie is in the passenger seat. She stares out the window, her 
bovine eyes avoiding me. The truck is at a standstill, keys hanging in the 
ignition. For a long time, neither one of us moves or even says anything. 
We’re either in a driveway or a parking lot. I can’t tell for sure.
 “This is a dream, isn’t it?” I ask her.
 Cassie nods, still not looking at me.
 I sigh. “Figures.”
 Often times we ask a question we already know the answer to.
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NIGHT  AT  THE  MINGUS  CARNIVAL
Matthew Luzitano

Emotion is a crazed Dentzel carousel Mingus rides
and rides into infinity. The steed Mingus
 grasps by the horn brays like brass. Music
 flies like luminous sparrows from the bright
gramophone, from the mouth of the powerful
perinola. But at once the horse switches
 direction, the lighting shifts.
 A sliver of white passes and passes
over the odd objects carved into its sides.
A pair of caught trout hung from the cantle
 one with its maw open, the other gutted.
 Jaw shut. Runes engraved in the girth.
And the sparrows and all creation are riddles whittled
 into the dazzling merry-go-round as if
 it were bidirectional,
bipolaris, dual stars dueling like heated
brothers dueling. As he orbits and orbits

and the tiny, naked lights of the gigantic top
throw brightness on his Earth of a belly,
 the merry-go-round sun travels around
 and around him. Oh, the glittering music
of that magnificent cylinder pirouetting itself
on its giant toes. Oh, the music when it flows
 easy as sunlight from the globe of his head.
 Oh, the sorrow as it drowns him in dead darkness.
When critics locked him in the dry cellar
and he saw the horror of the circus
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 with the lights off. When his wives
 left him and left him nothing but
broken masks and dead performance elephants
in the basement surrounding him, rotating around him.

On these evenings of turning, of spinning, where only blue blue
night filters in through Charles’ bedroom window,
 the curtains sweep softly as if meaning to kick up
 floor dust but slip a note across the ground to him.
A matchstick lights on the skyline, a tune thrills
on the horizon like a white-hot rollercoaster.
 It is sweet and it is sweet,
 it seeps like sunset’s pink
dye through the clouds, the fine music of it
heats his veins in a sweet flash of passionate fire,
 and the hard black silhouette of stallion,
 forelegs up thrust, and a man at the reins.
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THE CHAUVINIST
James Oliver

I.

 My grandfather once gave me the following advice concerning 
women: “Find a good cook who’s horny all the time.” 
 I repeated this to my cousin, Stacy, shortly thereafter. Stacy laughed. 
“He couldn’t pry Molly’s legs open with a crowbar,” she said. 
 I pondered this for some time.

II.

 Sometimes I feel guilty when listening to “Nuthin’ But a ‘G’ 
Thang.”

You never know she could be earnin’ her man
and learnin’ her man - and at the same time burnin’ her man
Now you know I ain’t with that shit, Lieutenant
Ain’t no pussy good enough to get burnt while I’m up in it

 I once performed a karaoke version of this song in a bowling alley 
in Santa Fe. The girl I’d been attempting to flirt with—and for whom I’d 
been buying Jager Bombs—didn’t go home with me. This may have had 
more to do with the Bud Light I was spilling on myself than “Nuthin’ But 
a ‘G’ Thang.” 
 Eventually I was escorted from the bowling alley, and later I threw 
up in the street outside my coke dealer’s trailer. 
 I think this is what Aristotle called a “fall from grace.”
 Usually it comes later in the story.
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III.

 Once, replying to a comment I made at dinner, my grandmother 
exclaimed, “J.W., you’ve always been a chauvinist, even when you were 
little…”
 I blame her. 
 The fierce and self-appointed defender of all her brood, Molly, or 
Nana Oliver, as my cousins and I call her, possesses a particular blindness 
when it comes to the men of her family. In youth, when ill tides befall us on 
the baseball diamond or the basketball court, referees, umpires and coaches 
become the subject of belittlement and verbal abuse. When we arrive, late, 
for Sunday dinner, she feeds us (even now, as double knee replacements 
and other ailments hobble her perceptibly) with a grace and hospitality 
elsewhere unknown. When we drive drunk and crash our cars, get tickets 
for speeding or marijuana possession, lose our jobs—she turns a deaf ear 
to criticism. 
 While our dates enjoy a grace period of indeterminate length (the 
factors which decide the length are mysterious and, I fear, inconsistent), the 
women of the family—by birth or by marriage—face a scrutiny foreign to 
us. Their dealings with one another take place largely in secret, but it is my 
suspicion that my grandmother burdens them with a great many obliga-
tions, and, perhaps, possesses dossiers on each that allow her to exert her 
will without question. 
 When she calls me a chauvinist, then, I wonder—would she want 
it another way?

IV.

 My high school girlfriend and I broke up on January 31, 2000. This 
date seemed terribly significant at the time. 
I asked her why she didn’t want to be with me anymore. After several 
hundred rounds of evasion on her part, followed by incessant pleading 
on mine, honesty.
 “Sometimes I think about you and I wonder, how could I have ever 
been attracted to this person?”
 It took years to get over her. 

V.

 Whenever I introduce a girl to my father, he offers a critique the 
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next time I see him.
 He’ll start with something general. “I saw Elissa at Hannaford the 
other day. She’s a… she’s a good looking girl.” The physical evaluation is 
always vague; it’s the intonation one has to listen for. In this case, I would 
term that intonation “doubtful.”
 Another time, he told me about seeing a former girlfriend of mine. “I 
saw Stephanie today,” he said. “She looks like she’s put on some weight.”
 Thanks, Dad. 

VI.

 In the spring of 2005, I was in love, or believed myself to be in love, 
with Amy, a high school senior. I was twenty at the time, living in an ugly, 
concrete apartment block on the south side of Santa Fe.
 While we were together, I began an affair with Amber. For a time 
I reveled in it—the back and forth, the secrecy, the frank admiration of my 
male peers—but soon it began to take its toll. I told Amy. She was lenient, 
initially, but quickly grew impatient. 
 “You can’t have both,” she said.  

VI.i

 I once had an affair; I once cheated on a girl that I loved. 
 I went to the man I was working for, a Chilean immigrant in his 
late twenties, and asked him for advice. 
 It wasn’t really advice that I needed, but affirmation. I knew where 
my desires lay. I wanted him to say, “You’ve had your fun—call it off.” And 
I would.
 I updated the man—his name was Emilio—on my situation. He 
was more than a boss, really—he was my closest friend and confidant at 
the time that I knew him. He owned a coffee shop in a mall—the kind of 
place where you could get a watermelon slush puppie, a frito pie, and a 
latte, if you were so inclined. He was erratic and manipulative, but also 
genuine and direct, unlike anyone I’d known, or have known. He’d met 
both women.
 “That’s tough, esé…” he said, “what are you gonna do? Me? I 
keep playing. I’ve been doing that kind of thing since high school, bro. 
What you’re feeling now,” he grabbed me by the shoulders and squeezed, 
looked me directly in the eye, “it’s fear, bro. Can you play the game? Or are 
you going to be like Zeffy and Anthony and Jacob,” (these were his—now 
mine —relatively staid, married friends) “…Moping around,” he acted 
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this out—pouting his lips, slumping his shoulders, dragging his feet—“not 
knowing what happened?”
 It was a valid question. Still, I was determined… sort of. I went 
to see my friend J.R., who managed a Ritz Camera in the opposite end of 
the mall. J.R. knew Amy too; he had a great fondness for her and an equal 
contempt for Amber. He took a break and we sat in his Honda in the park-
ing lot, smoking cigarettes. 
 I filled him in on all that had occurred. 
  “I don’t know, man. Maybe I’m the wrong guy to ask this, ‘cause 
I’m all about the game.”
  The game. Here these two men were—one approaching thirty, 
one just on the other side, one straight, one gay—both men of substantial 
character and intelligence, talking about “playin’ the game.”

VII.

 My best friend since childhood, Mike, and his wife took each other’s 
virginity only weeks before their wedding. 
  Mike is happy. He and his wife have a young daughter. Mike works 
hard as the Head Chef of a respectable, successful mid-coast restaurant.  
He is wise with his modest income.
  Mike and I speak about our sex lives occasionally. His is not fren-
zied, but it is far from stagnant. We each have, I think, some fleeting jealousy 
of the other.

VIII.

  The first girl I had sex with, I met at a birthday party.
  She lived in a trailer with several birds and her eccentric, pack rat 
parents. Her father was a hippie, I guess—he had the hair and beard for 
it—scraggly and untamed, jutting out in illogical directions. He worked 
in a newspaper office and was a dedicated fan of the prolific “space rock” 
band Hawkwind. Elissa’s mother was loud and adamant, though I can’t 
recall what about. She was one of the most unattractive women I’ve ever 
met. 
 Both of Elissa’s parents loved to get high, so this is what we did. I’d go over, 
smoke a couple joints with David and his wife. I can’t remember her name, 
only her sunken, bony face, her chain-smoking and leering and that voice! 
It was like the cackling of a sixteenth century witch with a Maine accent, 
only real and inches away, and spraying a bit as she spoke. 
  Elissa and I would then retire to her room and have sex, or play 
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Nintendo, or engage in some variation/combination thereof.

VIII.i

  Elissa and I split over money, I think. We’d been talking about get-
ting an apartment, even visited a few, found one that we liked. 
  I backed out. 
  Elissa took off for a couple days, and when we finally spoke, I was 
upset. I demanded that she return the $600 I’d given her—my half of the 
deposit—not tomorrow, not later, now. 
  She left a check in a hanging plant on the trailer’s front porch. 
 David was there when I appeared at the front door, agitated, ask-
ing if she’d left anything for me. He was confused for a moment, but we 
located the check. We stood there for a minute, he in his bare feet and tight, 
cutoff denim shorts, me in my restaurant clothes, smelling of grease and 
decomposition. It was dark. 

VIII.ii

 The girl who took my virginity was a self-professed nymphomaniac. 
She told me so after our first time as she pulled on a pair of jeans. 
  We got along well for several weeks.
  When we broke up, I cried and told her I loved her. “Sweet Child 
O’ Mine” was playing… or maybe I listened to it later. Either way, it sounds 
like a scene from some terrible, late eighties, teenaged romcom. 
  “Oh,” she said. “I didn’t know you felt that way.”
  I didn’t, really. I don’t know why I said it. 

IX.

 My oldest sister married young too, the same year Mike did. 
 She was eighteen, pregnant, a shotgun wife. 
  When she called me with the news of her pregnancy/engagement, 
I was working as a busboy at a gated resort in Key Largo. I quit immedi-
ately via voicemail, hung up, dialed my girlfriend in Maine—quiet, faithful 
Alicia—and quit on her, too. 
  My sister is single now, a mother of three. She works fulltime as 
Operations Supervisor at a local bank, a demanding position for which she 
earns barely enough to pay her subsidized rent and daycare. 
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          X.
  
 Before Elissa, in high school when I met my first girlfriend, my 
mother, a devout Baptist, highly skeptical of puberty as an institution, 
asked me, “What qualities do you see in her? What in her character attracts 
you?”
  At the time I had no answer. It was none of her business, I 
thought. 
  Today though, as I considered all this, I made a list. It’s a revealing 
exercise. All you need is a pen, paper, and the ability to be utterly honest 
with yourself. 

XI.

 My grandmother—my other grandmother, the one that hasn’t 
called me a chauvinist—occasionally asks if I have a girlfriend. Usually the 
answer is no.
  “That’s alright,” she’ll say, “you’re young yet.”
  My grandmother is eighty-five. Her second husband died twelve, 
maybe thirteen years ago. 
  She has a dog called Heidi, the latest in a long string of small, 
neurotic, often incontinent canines.
  There’s never anywhere to sit in her apartment—the stained couch, 
the kitchen chairs—every available spot is taken by stacks of newspapers, 
sheet music (she is a violinist), and romance novels. 
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AND ALL YOU WERE  IN  THAT  TOKYO  NIGHT  
John Oliver Burke

business suits and kimonos surging up streets  
the sumi-masens slipping from thin lips, tight smiles
a sad, squat woman in front of YaMaYa sweeping the slivers in 
amber stains foaming, shattered green glass
 alleys where the dark hides itself
 the army of giants dressed in glass and concrete and 
 their stretches for the tinted-glass sky
 a neon inferno flashing round the Yamanote
 the neon winks, neon wrapping concrete, neon 
 climbing buildings like vines  
 the second sun of neon 
the karaoke bar’s smile
a red oak echo through your glass off the table
sake evaporating under sunny dispositions
boozy swerves back toward your seat
so many slaps of cupped fingers on palms and
the last hanging notes of She’s a Lady
 the cocoa centers of her milky eyes,
 darting off to the side
 soft white fingers hiding giggles
 the drop of fine ink hair off her pale, leaning forehead
 a flash, the Polaroid and
 the laugh as she tosses up her first two fingers
 sheets her blouse would’ve matched just right
 her little candy footsteps fading off into the midnight dark
the twists of one ways, the lack of elbow space
pavement tied in knots
buildings spanning like mirrors on mirrors
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the sun shuffling in its sleep
a fall through a familiar door
the quiet thud on the soft tatami 
blankets rolling you up like sushi 
the city’s black pulse beating on the rice paper walls.
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BLIND CONTOUR WRITING
Lauren Taylor

If not winter
     where the fuck else will
     words reside?

with their mothers
          far away on the
listlessness of
summer

Where they’ll drag
and drag

and silky smoothies
         freeze away the
slurring sensation that
was a phrase
in a heat wave.
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 WORM
Ryan Ouimet

    you,
seeding in the low
grass, easy brushes up against
                    white ankle,
fingering the black soil
planting root, dredging top 
soiled earth under foot.

  you,
catching sun, jewel- 
eyed reflection, catching sun
    in the round
                black, eye-centered
                seed

   you,
buzzing, head tilting toward
   daylight, 
  eyeing wilting feather 
             tree.
seeding, resting on knee,      
              humming back to
      droning bug-bees,
open flowers
   bending back for
landing,
bending back, opening your  
  mouth 
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to happy sky, 
                       seeding
crossing paths with
        wet 
        earthworm. 
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SITTING IN THE TALL PINES
DJ Taylor

In the tall pines I feel like I’m crawling 
through the cracks in the bark, rippling into the crags and dark 
vaults of ancient skin worn like a heated canvas wrinkled into tall pillars
long before trails were tread and paths were plotted
in this forest shade.
 
I can slip through time in these cracks, weather myself deep into their peeling 
solace—a plateau: sun red and muzzled electric
in my closed eyes. Warm eyelids and their seething 
patches of blue are me and you blanketed into the floor 
by the silken reassurances of nature and the music 
reeling out of our bodies together.
She said every breath holds its own 
five thoughts and their speed 
could not begin to be measured in a dimension 
known to the human race with scales and logic 
because they’ve made so much of it into steps and systems and procedures
without asking divinity to reveal which day 
it would be best to make love in the grass and the trees. 
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Shoes

Mackenzie Jones 
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SLIGHT NUMBING
Darren Smart

 The best thing you can do is hit the fish over the head so it doesn’t 
squirm. You can’t let its struggling get in the way. Cutting the sides off the 
thing, you leave the organs clinging like harp strings. Inside, there are only 
enough tendons and empty blood vessels left to keep it looking fresh. If 
there are eggs, you cut them free. The fish on its side, its head still pitches 
back and forth. The gills move inside invisible waves. The tail spasms, and 
you pin the thing to the fish’s head with a plastic, yellow spike.
 There are piles of fish next to the table, lying in the open freezer. 
But none are as fresh as the one in your hands. Their flesh is coated with 
carbon monoxide, to make vibrant reds. They look fresh, even though 
they’re spoiled.
 As you pull the spike out, you hold down the tail. This is as fresh 
as they come. You can still see the beating heart rocking back and forth. 
If you don’t get this right, there could be some very dead people on your 
hands. The blood red color of spoiled fish will look like child’s play.
 This particular fish has just a bit of poison in it. Every fugu fish—
their bodies and lungs—and everything are drenched in the stuff,  but you 
take out just enough. If you’ve done it right, that is. You take out just enough 
to tingle the tongues of your customers. They’ll feel a slight numbing of the 
lips, but they’re not going to die. 
 It’s pleasant, actually.
 If you’ve done it right.
 If you haven’t, the fugu fish’s poison blocks sodium channels and 
paralyzes the muscles. The customer stays conscious. He feels bits of his 
body short circuit, one by one. The customers will die from asphyxiation 
because you didn’t remove enough poison from the fish.
 The fish in your hands.
 There is no antidote, and you can only hope some doctor is eating 
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the same shit they are. You have to hope this doctor specializes in circula-
tory support, because it’s the only thing that can save the customer, the one 
lying on the floor. If the doctor does his job, he’ll be fine when the poison 
wears off.
 You slice the fish into thin pieces, laying the strips on a plate. You 
can see the plate’s design through the thin, translucent pieces. Customers 
find the most rewarding part of the meal is uncovering the swirling, blue 
designs just below their meal.
 This fish, it was chosen from the display tank fifteen minutes 
ago. 
 The gills and scales are attached to the head and tail only barely, 
now. The head still pumps up and down, but with much less attitude. The 
tip of the tail twitches as it’s laid on shredded radish.
 You provide dipping sauce for the customers’ enjoyment, and they 
can hardly contain themselves. None of the customers has ever had this 
dish before, and they’re very excited. But when you serve the plate, send-
ing it from the kitchen to the customers’ tables, they panic. The jacket on a 
chair, the purse at the foot of the table, the wallets next to glasses of water, 
everything is left behind as the customers rush to the bathroom. Customers 
get sick to their stomachs from your dish; they leave their personal belong-
ings in a pile behind them. They rush for the toilets and bathrooms in the 
back of the restaurant, and when they can’t quite make it, there’s vomit on 
the floor. It’s another thing to clean up.
 The customers never know what ikizukuri means, but they like 
the way the word sounds. It really rolls off the tongue. And this fish, this 
wasn’t the entrée—just the appetizer. This was the meal before the meal. 
There was soy sauce with ground ginger root for that extra kick of flavor. 
Ikizukuri; the customers aren’t told the word means “prepared alive.” 
The way you stacked the plate, even they can see the beating heart.
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California Friends

Emma Deans
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NIGHT ANOLE
Kelsey Lowe

Slithering down his elbow and curling its long tail around the bicep
Like ivy

I can still see the green dye
Through the smoky haze of Andy’s

The fatal neon brightness drew me,
luna moth and flame

In the morning I’m just another tattooed memory
Or maybe just another lonely drunk chick

The hastily scrawled note said Cara
Too bad I’m Katelyn
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DILETTANTE WEEKLY
Nathan Fisher

sweet sounds
    succeed
      the maestro’s heart
                            ache
  
     with     melpomene ears
                 that
                 wait
                 the times
the composer
    can arrange even the
          last        (whispers)
                       between
 abraham           and        mary todd
                       lincoln

whether
AND NOW FOR OUR FEATURE PRESENTATION
   or series premiere
        first edition hard
                          back
there is
    no longer
    any
    dispute
the mystic bible of
        DIY savanthood
        is back in circulation
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                           again

it’s made up
         of verses
     from the
         bone and flint
         virtuosos
                   street prophets who
                   lyricize divorce
          on their lunch hour
         traffictraffictraffictraffic
         of genius
holding up their masks
       to conduct
each of
            their precious histories
                                                to
                                                   the front of the line
a sonata
   the result
               from napping
        with the
      cat
            martini night
            is the new
                            fellini
every
last
bite       of indian food
            the plot twist
            of the hour

all of this
      melodious
                 misery
      keeps the fifth grade
                dilettante
awake
                   in
     anxiety
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                            scuttling
                    the
       owlish
hours

his careful
      meditations
                            jerking
black            to  white

worrying
              if he really looks as young anymore
              if he is the wooden boy turning to ash
                                   and
back             to word count:
                    four
                           hundred
                                         and
                                               seventy
                                                           two
           of an essay
               on
     John Wilkes Booth 
         the derringer’s
                     songbird
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WOKEN 
Elliott Vogel

Woken in the morning by three-hundred squawking geese.
Their voices, melding together, creating one cacophony that hushes 
 morning traffic.
Because I’m not in Maine.
Because the Moroccan cab drivers are mathematicians and the homeless   
prefer pepperoni.
Because the painting of Oscar Wilde at the pub is front and center.
Because cigarettes cost nine bucks a pack, I lay awake, listening to the   
geese—waiting for them to end their early morning flight, their   
endless  harmony, and return.
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Little Big Things

Renee Smart
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THE AMERICAN SHAD
Samantha Shepard

American shad spawn in shallow, rocky areas of rivers. The eggs roll around 
loose on the riverbed for roughly twelve days before hatching. The eggs 
hatch into larvae, then become juvenile fish and swim out to sea. They roam 
the Atlantic in schools until they mature and are ready to return to their 
river of origin to spawn. 
 In Waterville, Maine, some thirty-five miles up the Kennebec River, 
the Lockwood Dam obstructs further upstream migration of the shad. 
However, the shallows off of Fort Halifax Park, just downstream of the 
dam, offer a nice place to stop and spawn. There, as the sun sets, the fish 
become lively, jumping and slipping agilely through the last of the evening 
light. The locals also gather there, men like Jim, Dougie, and Carl. Early 
morning, during lunch break, after work, they come to fish, watch others 
fish, or just to chat and watch the water passing by. It seems like there’s 
always someone fishing on the river bank at Fort Halifax Park or off of the 
opposite bank at the Lockwood Dam parking lot. Most of them are fishing 
for striper, also known as the striped bass, a fish which can get up to over 
forty inches long. Compared to that, the measly 12-20 inch shad, the poor 
man’s salmon, doesn’t attract many fishers.

 My father is a fisheries scientist. He runs his own one man consult-
ing firm and hires out to companies like Florida Power and Light (FPL), the 
power company that owns the Lockwood Dam. Since I was fourteen, I spent 
my summers working as my father’s field assistant, a position which mostly 
entailed ensuring that Dad didn’t hurt himself while crawling around on 
dams in the middle of the night counting eels. I also did my fair share of 
dam crawling, though, with my headlamp encouraging all of the night time 
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insects to fly into my face and up my nose while Dad paddled us across 
the turbine churned river and I stood lookout for submerged rocks.
 This summer our work would be conducted during the day, chasing 
shad instead of eels. Jim, fishing guide and fly tying instructor extraordi-
naire, was the one who caught most of the thirty fish we needed for our 
study. Dougie, the first of the locals I talked to, told us that to catch shad 
we should use a heavy shad dart and bounce it off the river bottom, a tricky 
maneuver to manage without snagging your hook on a rock or submerged 
log—I broke a log on my second day trying to fish this way, after which I 
decided to leave the fishing to the professionals. Another local, Carl, was 
a really nice guy. He helped Dad and I set up the live-car, the enclosure 
we held the fish in while they recovered from the anesthesia we’d used on 
them during tagging. Neither fished, but Carl and Dougie kept me com-
pany while I waited for Jim and the other volunteer fishermen to bring in 
another shad.

 The shad came in bursts. Twice, just as Dad and I pulled into the 
Lockwood Dam parking lot, Jim started up his motor and began heading 
for shore, a shad already in his boat. Dad and I then had to scramble to 
unload the truck as quickly as possible so we’d be ready by the time Jim 
reached us. Fill a plastic tub two thirds full of water, pour in half an inch 
of clove oil dissolved in rubbing alcohol from a little hotel shampoo bottle, 
get out the measuring board, the tags, the container with the glass tube and 
crochet hook, activate the next tag in the sequence. 
 Dad took the fish from Jim when the motor boat reached shore, 
scooping it up in a net and plopping it into the water and clove oil anesthesia 
mixture. Swish the fish around a bit till it’s doped up then measure it on 
the measuring board. Dad let me try tagging a shad only once. Hold the 
fish’s mouth open with one thumb, stick the glass tube with the tag on the 
end into the shad’s stomach until it meets resistance, then let go of the tag’s 
antenna and pull out the glass rod. If the fish is not anesthetized enough 
it will thrash while the tube is down its throat, possibly causing injury to 
itself. Dad let me put the tag in, but he didn’t trust me to lift the shad’s gill 
flaps without damaging it, to sneak a crochet hook under the gills and snag 
the antenna wire and pull it out through the gills so that it wouldn’t be left 
sticking out the shad’s mouth and the tag possibly spit out.
 Shad are delicate. Reel them in too forcefully and they rip their 
mouths and lose their scales; too much anesthesia and they die, too little 
and they thrash and injure themselves. If the hook gets lodged too deeply 
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in their throat or in their gills they bleed to death. If their gills are dam-
aged while rearranging the tag’s antenna, they die. Just the stress of being 
captured can kill them, even after they’ve been released and appear to have 
recovered. A shad is not a fish well-suited for catch and release fishing.

 
The majority of our thirty fish either died or dropped out of the river after 
being tagged. We caught all thirty fish by the 9th of June, the fist day of 
rain during our study, and by July 3rd only three of those fish remained in 
the Kennebec. After that first day of rain on the 9th, it rained for two solid 
weeks, cooling the river and causing the shad to drop down into Mer-
rymeeting Bay where the salt water prevented us from receiving signals 
from our tags. The unseasonably cold, rainy weather invalidated our study; 
only one fish ever approached the lift, and that at night when the fish lift 
operators were absent, a finding which under normal conditions would 
have indicated that the shad were capable of locating the lift but simply 
uninterested in traveling further upstream. An entire field season lost to a 
change of atmospheric conditions.

 Carl once told Dad, the cook of our family, a recipe for shad. Put 
the fish with onions and whatever other seasonings you like into a paper 
bag, smear the bag with Crisco, bake the whole thing in the oven at a low 
temperature for at least four hours. When done, peel off the bag and the 
skin and bones come right off. One of the fish that died during capture, we 
brought home to eat. We didn’t have four hours to spend cooking a fish, 
so Dad didn’t use Carl’s recipe, opting instead to bake it in tinfoil. Shad 
are a difficult fish to fillet because of their amount of fine bones, but, even 
through the obstacle of the needle-fine bones, the meat of the poor man’s 
salmon was some of the sweetest and mildest I’ve ever eaten.
 Oily, full of bones, and probably polluted to boot, but I’d recom-
mend to any one who is ever given the chance to eat a shad: take it.
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ON THE 850 DOWNTOWN VIA STATE ST.
John Oliver Burke

People shifted in hard blue plastic or 
hung from cold steel poles all up and down the
aisle. I watched necks crane forward, like birds 
picking through squares of mud for the worm’s twists; 
while now and then a laden head might fall 
over, matted hair spilt on the window, 
gaze pressed hard to the glass as if they meant 
to break through. I looked over just such a 
stranger(you, with arms crossed up in that old 
straitjacket fashion) when our stares got all 
tangled. You smiled a little and then 
I smiled so big it hurt, your rusty 
cheeks singed by the sparks we felt might just catch 
this bus’ yawns and burst us all up in flames.
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Daytripper

Carolyne Mayer
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THE TREND
Emma Deans

I wanna wear
(oversized) sunglasses
and long, 
silk 
scarves.

Wanna be the 
    (emaciated)
skinny jean artist,

dining on 
   Tofu
        and 
              Soymilk.

Wanna have that confident attitude 
and self-loathing

that lets you walk without caring
          (or forms scars on your wrists).

Wanna window shop
and 
bake banana bread on Tuesdays, 
just ‘cause.

Wanna stride with a slouch,
bony vertebrae sticking out.
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Wanna 
smoke (after sex),
have short nails
and tight leggings.

Wanna be chic
and know (French) things,
use big words casually,
like—
esoteric, 
and 
pulverizing.

Wanna brood about life
and 
  d
  r
  o
  w
  n 
myself

in tans 
and turquoise.

Wanna shop vintage
and make my own lampshades,
have a 
pet (mongoose)
and 
streaky, highlighted hair.

I wanna be 
grainy
and 
“sophisticated.”

I wanna wear Mary Janes

(like you). 
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ARS POETICA:  AT SWAN LAKE
Hellen Bourque

The dancer feels what the audience cannot 
see: muscles lifting head, lifting arms, arching 
back; the cramp of the leg stretched in extension 

    (biceps femoris; sartorius; tibialis posterior...).

A bruise blooms as toe presses to box, 
hitting stage, each subsequent bourrée 
pressing black further up the nail. 

In the studio, before long walls of mirrors, 
she has trained her body to remember 
how perfection moves

    (vastus medialis; gastrocnemius; plantaris...)

so that no one, not even her master 
in the wings, will see the small seep of red 
on the heel-stitch when the blister finally splits.

But tonight, just now, the dancer has forgotten this pain. She is 
arabesque, adagio, pas de deux. She is white Odette, weeping 
swan, dying in her lover’s arms. The sweep of her fingers 
on the stage floor becomes a wing’s brush against a lake; 
her wrists, the curved elegance of a pen’s neck. 
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BIRTHDAY WISHES FOR IZAYAH
Sabrina Landry

 I found your birthday card on a Thursday. It was lying forgotten 
and somewhat misshapen on my countertop at work, next to the water 
cooler, its envelope still well-sealed with what I’m sure must have been an 
affectionate sort of slurping. 
 When I discovered the envelope, I did not originally intend to open 
it, but neither did I really put any effort into ensuring its safe return to its 
rightful owner.  And so I am guilty of taking it from you in a sense, and for 
that, I am sorry.  When I came across your card a few days later, it was still 
sealed but tucked away in my backpack. I opened it then, hoping for some 
musical display card because I felt its thickness in my hands, weighted, and 
I did not want to benefit from my own morality issues or lazy indifference 
to your disappointment at not receiving whatever contents lay inside.
 What you should know is that Kara and Matt love you.  They told 
me so inadvertently with their scrawled, childish handwriting intended 
for your non-judging eyes only. They miss you.  This fact was written in 
larger letters at the top.  I don’t know where you are, or why you are not 
with them, but it seems important that I share this because the message 
was so important to them that it was written first.  Also there was money 
in the card; crumpled and a little torn as though it had been snatched up 
and stuffed away in secret.  Someone, and I’ll bet it was Kara, really wanted 
you to have that money and no one else.  
 I want to be clear here; I did not take your money and stuff it in my 
pocket to squander and waste.   Underneath the dilapidated ten dollar bill, 
Kara had written to you, “Make a wish.” This touched me when I read it 
because I could imagine you making all sorts of wishes seeing that money 
and those words and seeing how much they, Kara and Matt, missed you. I 
took this all from you.  That’s why I want to tell you what came of it; your 
card and the money and the birthday wish; because I owe you, Izayah, I really do.
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It is now the afternoon following my accidental pilfering of your birthday 
wish and money.  My three employees are grouped, waiting; practicing 
their art of purposeful milling about in order to have a better view of what 
is sure to be a good show. It has been something of a stressful day, one I 
fully believe I deserve considering my actions the previous night, my un-
welcome intrusion into your life.  
 Be that as it may, we have encountered an interesting catch in 
our daily routine of serving Mexican food to the collective and somewhat 
monotonous public.  A relatively large camp has come to the amusement 
park, and it appears from the hefty supply of them, that in order to be a 
camp counselor, you must be a physically appealing male between the ages 
of roughly 18 and 25.  This has sent the 16 year-old girls who work for me 
into something of a frenzy of giggles and shy glances.  Because as a rule I 
am disinterested in the ebb and flow of eligible men who walk through our 
door, today could be called monumental in that I have unwittingly involved 
my normally aloof and professional self. Standing at the register, my throat 
feels as though it is constricting as my mind tries to command my tongue 
into inquiring whether the delicious specimen before me would like cream 
with his ever so cool iced-coffee.  For reasons I cannot explain, the words 
‘make a wish’ are playing in my head, and I know that I am destined for 
hell one day for perverting your well-intended birthday card.  I am blush-
ing and silently wondering if I’m ever going to grow up and start behaving 
the right way in any situation.
 The man who is responsible for these feelings is built well, and I 
think, from the warm look in his eyes that I feel is literally liquefying me, 
very much aware of it.
 “I’m sorry?”  His voice is smooth.
 I blink.  “Creams,” I repeat.  “How many creams?”  It is not a dif-
ficult question, but he is looking at me curiously.  “For the coffee, I mean.” 
I add, by way of further explanation. I don’t know how long I can hold out 
without giggling myself, and the thought sparks a small flame of angry 
resolve.  How dare he do this to me, how dare he be attractive?  The nerve.  
I grip the countertop and again have the urge to make a very inappropriate 
wish. My employees have begun to giggle.  I need for there to be a line so 
that I would have reason to look beyond his face.  I’m focusing too hard on 
his lips.
 He laughs.  My expression has given me away, so I scowl at him, 
raising both of my eyebrows because I lack the skill required to use only 
one.
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 “You should breathe from your diaphragm, project to the back of 
the room when you speak.”  His eyes are sparkling.  Oh God, I think.
 “Band geek,” I accuse, making his lips twitch upward.  He evidently 
has no problem with the one eyebrow raising trick.  I am duly impressed.
 “Teacher,” He corrects. 
Oh fuck.  I attempt an apologetic smile but I imagine it looks something 
more like a puppy dog trying to appear as though he isn’t begging for the 
T-bone steak set on the table in front of him.  He is leaning in now and 
genuinely smiling.
 I am well known within the amusement park I work at for my cold 
and cutting rejection of any and all men who find themselves inclined to 
show interest in me.  
 This is why my employees are so thrilled.  They have been wait-
ing all day to see what will happen; how soon a man will try to charm me, 
and how destructive I will make my refusal.   When Mr. Teacher’s weight 
shifts closer, I can feel everyone behind the counter tense.  I begin to make 
a silent list of cleaning projects that will make them regret their over-eager 
interest.
 “Three,” He starts.
 “Three what?”  I ask, genuinely confused and now shaded an 
absurd magenta color I feel will literally burn my clothes off.
 “Creams.” 
 “Oh!” I turn quickly and gratefully away to make his coffee.  One 
of my employees has already beaten me to the task, so I stand, unsure of 
what to do next.  Mr. Teacher is watching me carefully.  And then I have a 
thought.

 In my mind Izayah, I picture you at age 13.  You are small, and thin, 
delicately constructed.  You are quiet and studious and very poor.  You 
receive chemo treatments three times a week for Ewings, a degenerative 
cancer, and you write to Kara and Matt daily.  You are all in foster care, but 
because of the age gap between yourself and the younger two, you were 
not placed together.  This separation pains you, but you are resolute and 
strong given your life experiences, and you believe that someday things 
will be different, better.  You believe that you can make this happen through 
the sheer power of will and kindness.  You would never bypass guest ser-
vices in the name of getting home a few minutes sooner if you found a lost 
birthday card.  You would not consider opening it, or taking the contents 
inside.  In my mind, Izayah, you are very different from me.
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 Trying to ignore the goose bumps that erupt all over me at the 
realization that Mr. Teacher’s eyes are following my every move, I walk 
over to the shelf where I keep my bag and try to think only of you and the 
you who I have created.  I unclasp the front pocket and pull the zippered 
section open where the crumpled money has been straightened, folded, 
and kept safe.  I look at it for a moment, calculating, and decide that it is 
enough.
 “How many children are in your group?”  I ask Mr. Teacher.  
 “Eight.”  
 Not looking at any one of the curious faces around me I unclip my 
walkie-talkie unit that connects me to the other managers.
 “Unit five to Unit ten?”  There is a pause before unit ten answers.  
I explain that there is a birthday party to be had with a group of eight chil-
dren.
 “And what do they want written on the cake?”  I turn to face Mr. 
Teacher whose face is now an odd mixture of interest and incredulity.  
 “Make a wish.”  The request is confirmed, and for some reason I 
want to cry.  The imaginary you is effectively chastising my conscience and 
I am suddenly in search of atonement.  
 “It’s for Izayah, if anyone asks,” I tell Mr. Teacher.  He smiles at me, 
as if he knows something, and I smile right back as if I know you.
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Praying Mantis

Mollie Lyne





PART II
Michelle Robinson

 We found her in the bathroom crying at Port Authority, red faced, 
snotty, pulling up her sagging pajama pants as she walked towards us. 
 We brought her back to your apartment, arms around her, hold-
ing her between us: walking to the street, riding in the cab. I held her in 
my arms in your bed. 
 She cried on my shoulder. You slept on the floor.
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JULY 17, 1937
Rachel Helm

For Margaret Miller from Elizabeth Bishop.

I imagine her hand
under the edge of my
dress. Her painted fingers
leaving prints of color on

white linen. Her veins
and bones bleed oil and
acrylic and they flood
the thirsty banks of

my hemline. Glittering like
a broken fish, gill slits breathe
uselessly—then do not breathe
at all. And in the same scaly

coldness her fingers curl, like
a wave, to hold me—to call me closer.
I lay my ear in her open palm and
hear the fading tide of her rushing

heart line, the static disconnect
for her life line. I hear the earth
beneath her. My ear twists like the
hollow of a shell to cup the

brushstroke works her stiffening
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flesh is speaking—simple,
sweeping sounds that were
suddenly ignited—then,

in the graying of the dawn,
extinguished when they take
the rest of her away; leave her
grace early in the grave. Leave,

the mole on the back of the
wrist, fingertips caked with
unpainted canvases, leave it
aching for elbow and shoulder.

Leave it hidden in the shadow
of loss, in the shade and the
shadow of my hemline. Where I
imagine it always was.   
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YOUNG MEMOIR
David Bersell

We meet in the backseat of a friend’s station wagon, drifting together 
through suburban back roads, sharing the darkness.  Later in a crowded 
bedroom at a party, buzzed on stolen beer, we lie shoulder-to-shoulder, 
motionless, staring up at the empty ceiling. Her breathing sounds softer 
than mine. When someone in the dark room begins talking about how 
much he loves holding hands, the playful strokes and unnoticed caresses 
between lovers, my fingers “accidentally” bump hers. I am not sure who 
moved first. 
 Her cold pointer brushes my wrist as I circle my thumb into her 
palm for an hour, creating romance. When everyone else passes out we 
kiss, sloppy and rough, as if drowning and gasping for life. Her chest feels 
warm against my sweaty palms, but in the pitch black I cannot see her face 
a few feet in front of my eyes.
 We will not talk for months. Eventually I will find the courage to 
apologize. Then, when we decide to become friends, I will learn that I was 
her first kiss. And I will apologize again. Then we will begin dating.

 Holly and I will float around her pool on inner tubes, nearly naked 
teenage bodies drifting and waiting to crash, pinballs in slow motion. Our 
chests silently absorbing harsh rays, we will mumble stories back and forth 
in half-sleep.
 I will swear that if she was a foot taller, Holly could be a model. 
Stealing a glance at the tiny triangles of slick black nylon that cover her 
boyish breasts, weakly falling before the inevitable rise, I will hate myself 
and my stereotypical maleness, for a moment. I will feel that my physical 
lust towards Holly somehow lets down our personal relationship.
 Every time one finishes sharing a story with the other, we will 
both rest and process the information before continuing. Our cadence will 
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be not awkward or lonely, and since we will not be in love or pretending 
to be, we will not mind the silence. The pauses will let us be, calmly lying 
between us as we appreciate our simple, momentary peace.
 I will learn that Holly’s father runs a successful orthodontist prac-
tice out of their home. Remembering my childhood fear of the dentist, the 
intoxicating smell of bubble gum fluoride will rush back to me whenever 
I enter Holly’s kitchen. Peering down the dark hallway I will imagine the 
glinting silver utensils hidden behind his office’s sliding doors. 
 “How come you never talk about your mom?” I will ask one day.
 “Because I never see her.”
 And I will feel stupid, but have to say the obvious. “So the woman 
who lives with you isn’t your mom.”
 “That’s Laurene. My mom lives in Florida. So does my oldest sister. 
She’s a waitress.”
 “I didn’t know you had any siblings.”
 “Oh.”
 She will sound like she misses them, like she feels homesick, and 
I will want to ask more but instead will say, “My parents got divorced too. 
My dad left us, last spring.” I will remember the pain of no longer feeling 
special for the first time all summer, but I will not feel broken.
 She will not let me in on what she is thinking, but as I picture myself 
sitting on that plaid couch listening to my father admit years of infidelity, 
watching my mother crumble, I will guess that she is daydreaming too.
 I will remember the night that I met Holly and feel sick to my 
stomach.
 Both of our best friends away for the summer, we will find security 
in each other’s consistent presence. Almost every night after I leave work 
at Sal’s Pizza, I will pick up Holly, say goodnight to her father, and drive 
her to my house to watch movies. One night, when I will not have time 
to shower after work, she will rest her ear against my chest and bring my 
wrist to her lips. I will feel her taste the flour and sweat dried to my wrist, 
breathe in the garlic and olive oil absorbed into my skin.
 When the day is over, at least for us as a pair, we will hug and her 
frame will feel fragile between my hands. Like every goodbye, we will 
press our lips together, quick—fingertips on a hot pan, a stolen look as the 
stranger bends over—passionless, a comforting exchange. When she turns 
to leave me, I will remember a story that I am not supposed to know:
From a classmate, about how a friend of Holly’s older sister nearly died 
from a drug overdose in Holly’s house when she was little. Maybe it was 
pills. Maybe cocaine. Apparently, the story was all over the local news. 
I will no longer wonder why Holly gets pissed at me when I smoke weed, 
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but has no problem with either of us getting drunk.
 I will picture 6-year-old Holly standing in front of her open bath-
room door, somehow even lighter, even more delicate, a baby bird blowing 
in the wind, for the first time unable to close her eyes from the world. Holly 
and I will try to survive on the surface and hide our pasts, but will be un-
able to steal the feeling of comfort without sharing a little bit of sadness.

After two more summers, after we both leave home for college, we will 
probably forget about these things for a while. I will no longer recall feeling 
lonely for the first half of 2005. I might ask myself, wasn’t I always happy? 
Outgoing?  Haven’t I always loved my life? 
 But in a few more years it will come back to me. Truth and fantasy 
filtering into one, I will remember pizzas and bikinis, sunburns and secrets. 
I will feel embarrassed, but still try to write it all down one night so that I 
will not forget. This will make me feel even more pathetic, so I will change 
Holly’s name in the story. 
 But first, years before I know any of this, Holly and I sleep, bodies 
facing opposite walls, like an old married couple who no longer enjoy sex. 
When I wake, cotton-mouthed as the early morning sky stretches through 
its spectrum of watercolors, I try to remember for the first time how she 
looked in the dark. I try to tell myself that it was worth it, one bad feeling 
dissolving as another comes to take its place. 
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BEAUTY IS...
Kate Chianese

beauty is to
torch an infestation
of baby black widows
or
the little hairs
off a feminine forearm.
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LOVE POEM #142
Elizabeth Kelley

Please remember the hawk
that flew circles above us
as we turned our stomachs
underwater, in the small pond
as our bodies collided like wind
like Solomon’s song, like the way geese
land softly, and tuck their noses
into their damp, delicate underbellies. 
If nothing else, remember the tree frogs 
that sung, as the moon, full-bodied
made its way across the wide, black sky, 
how our milky bodies slept, side by side
cocooned beneath the howling forest. 
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A SUPERMARKET IN CALLOUS-FORMULA
Nathan Fisher

an echo of “A Supermarket in California” by Allen Ginsberg

What long, breathless lines in checkout! Complete chaos, you deli devil  
without meter! 
Aisles ravaged
with highbrow cavefuckers of the new criticism! Repetition in the waste. 
Repetition in the waste? Repetition in the waste!—and to the spice rack,
for we all need flavorings and friends. What do you crave tonight? 
I see you, Allen Ginsberg, formless, lonely with jazz and dope, nosing
through
self-destructive prizes in material cereals and eyeball kicking
haiku and Cezanne paintings.
I hear your krishnaism, the humming anima in your psychic wand absorb-
ing all:
the “hydrogen jukebox”,
the “Dexedrine clown”,
the who, the America.
I stumble through your piles of empty heartgut cans scavenged of their 
contents
following
your free wheel in paranoia of pursuit by the academic shame-on-you.
We pass through in our delicate defiance 
inhaling
the junk art, the art junk, the junked art,
and push ourselves through the checkout lanes.
What of your discount on free verse, Allen Ginsberg? The coupons expire 
farther this direction. Is there any use in asking
where we’re going?
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(I let my fingers linger over this poem and try to force out our pilgrimage 
through your supermarket
and accept my uselessness
to our father who art in traditional verse)
You pass under a shade tree and disappear for
moment to moment,
and I align myself back to me to me to me…
I am not concerned, convinced, disturbed by any America lost or found, 
Al.
my pen dreams move as yours might
a loose free scribble stream screaming fishtails and stormshout 
and my strolling at times dips with similar swagger,
as I brush past the other patrons of the street to
pickpocket any scraps of their condition that
I could exercise with these keys.
However,
I deny only the chokehold you broke, Allen Ginsberg,
you are not my father and
my teacher is
a self-made moon.
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As a demi-god, Linsey Albrecht’s identity is 
torn between mortality and divinity. Being an 
individual living the human lifestyle, she finds 
it difficult to reconcile the presence of sort-of 
divine/sort-of human coursing within her veins. 
So, she paints, and often in her art she attempts to 
solidify things that are transient, such as thoughts, 
memories, and feelings, all in the hopes of finding 
some way to define them, and to define what it 
means to exist.

Liam Bechen reads “Dear Abby” far more reli-
giously than he’d like to admit.

Courtney Marie Bengtson is a bowl filled 
to the brim.
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When not writing on such groundbreaking topics 
as girls he used to date and girls he wishes he could 
date, David Bersell enjoys making homemade 
pizza and playing Ultimate. He would like to warn 
his mom for what she is about to read. For both 
of your sakes, please pretend that the narrators 
of David’s essays are merely fictional. Please tell 
yourself, the fact that they and David speak the 
same way, like the same foods, share the same 
background, and are attracted to the same type of 
women is a complete coincidence.

Hellen Bourque loves reindeer.

John Oliver Burke grew up in Gray, ME and is 
a recent transfer from SMCC to UMF. He has spent 
a lot of time traveling around the country and has a 
unhealthy obsession with public transportation.
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Lee Cart is a senior creative writing major. She 
enjoys writing non-fiction, poetry, and fiction, but 
not necessarily in that order. She also likes to study 
Spanish and Mayan culture. She’s been told her 
Spanish fiction is reminiscent of Borges. She hopes 
to win the lottery before graduation, so she can 
write full-time and still pay her bills.

Adam Chabot is a creative writing major who 
shamelessly promotes his self-published novel 
“Fear the Day.” He is also the founder and captain 
of the UMF Hockey Club, editor of the Farmington 
Flyer, and a self-proclaimed Facebook addict. He 
will also continue to read Hubert Selby Jr and 
Stephen King in hopes of replicating even an ounce 
of their ability to create epic stories. Getting paid for 
writing fiction would be amazing as well.

Kate Chianese one day plans to go to Venezia 
to sit down at a café and meet a wizened old man 
who will tell her the best story in the world: “C’era 
una volta...”
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Emma Deans is a junior Creative Writing major 
who plays field hockey for the beavers. She is 
currently enrolled at the Salt Institute in Portland, 
where she is studying documentary writing. 

Nathan Fisher is not a number.

Sarah Gauvin is fascinated by fragility and re-
siliency and how people can encompass both. She 
thinks everyone should read “The Lupine Lady,” 
and splash through puddles, or trample over dried 
autumn leaves and laugh at the way it sounds. You 
can find her where ever there is live music, cheese-
cake, or spontaneity.  
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Rachel Helm never killed a man who didn’t 
need killing.

Mackenzie Jones is a senior English major who 
enjoys yoga, photography, poetry, and laughter.

Robbie Kanner is a designer, artist, photographer, 
and person
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Elizabeth Oakland Kelley is a Gemini with 
a moon in Cancer, and will, without a doubt, try 
to discern your own astrological sign the minute 
she meets you. Do not be creeped out; she only 
wishes to know you on a deeper level.  Namaste, 
my friend. 

Sabrina Landry loves non-fiction, Augusten 
Burroughs...and Canada.  None of which are mu-
tually exclusive.

Kelsey Lowe likes long lines without line breaks 
on the sestina at turn again and getting caught in 
stanzas. Looking for a lyrical, syllabic image to 
sweep her off her feet and romance the semicolons 
away. Very appreciative of modern music like 
Tony Hoagland, Cate Marvin, and Sharon Olds. 
Just trying to find that special someone to start a 
manuscript with…live in a blue two part narrative 
piece with a white picket metaphor and 1.5 mean-
ings. P.S. Candlelit workshops and beds of comma 
petals are always welcome. 
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Matt Luzitano was just your average basketball 
player, wallowing alone on the loveless bench. Until 
one day when a mysterious package arrived at his 
front stoop. Moon shoes.

Mollie Lyne “Miss Mollie, I don’t have a boy-
friend, my mom doesn’t have a boyfriend, AND I 
DON’T KNOW HOW TO MAKE A “Y”!!!” 
If only our stress could level out to a 3 ½ year olds 
then nothing would seem too big. 

Carolyne Mayer doesn’t really exist. She’s a 
figment of a girl named Tibby’s imagination. Tibby 
likes long walks in the park, chocolate chip cookies, 
and a vampire named Edward.
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JW Oliver will receive his BFA from UMF as 
soon as he can extort the funds necessary to pay 
his student bill. As graduation approaches, he finds 
himself answering, with ever-increasing frequency, 
queries concerning his post-graduate plans. Once 
and for all, he plans to lounge in his pajamas for 
at least the next four months, his sole companions 
a Sega Genesis and several hundred cans of PBR,  
his only goal to derail local internet service through 
compulsive downloads of internet porn.  

Ryan Ouimet lives and writes in Farmington, ME.  
His plans include moving about like jazz through-
out his country, which he admittedly knows very 
little about. Alaska and Nevada both tug at his 
desire. Future projects include a novel, as well as 
an adventure on snowshoes.

 Lissa Niederer is a recent graduate of the BFA 
program and is using Sandy to help her feel recon-
nected to the fine people of Farmington, to whom 
she bid adieu last May. Currently a stay-at-home 
mom with two young sons, she likes trucks, trans-
formers, dinosaurs, and Pixar films, and spends 
vast amounts of time and energy reaching for the 
summit of Mt. Dishesandlaundry. Her alter-ego is 
writing a novel...in her spare time.  (Wink.)
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Amanda Reynolds-Gregg has never been 
convicted of any federal crimes and enjoys drinking 
obnoxious amounts of Diet Pepsi. She sincerely 
hopes to one day knock a person unconscious with 
a frying pan. In the meantime, she bides her time as 
a student at the University of Maine in Farmington 
hoping to complete her double majors in Creative 
Writing and Theater. This is her first time being 
published in the Sandy. She has no regrets.

Michelle Robinson  prefers to remain 
anonymous.

Renee Scott, a senior at UMF, is inspired by the 
combined genius of George Carlin and Albert Ein-
stein. Her photography is a hobby she enjoys when 
she is not fighting crime or writing papers.
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Samantha Shepard was born on the 19th an-
niversary of man’s first step on the moon. Born 
under the sign of the crab and the dragon. Born to 
a fisheries scientist and a social worker. Born poor. 
Born in Bangor, Maine. Born with long monkey 
arms. Born a pistol. 

Darren Smart has always had eyes in the back 
of his head.

Kristen Start is a Creative Writing major with 
a love for photography and making crafts. Her 
writing is generally realistic or romantic, her pho-
tography often consists of close up details, and she 
loves making whatever crafts she can.
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Trevor Spangle is a 2009 BFA alumni and he 
would like you to buy a copy of his book Father, 
I Am Waiting by the River at your earliest conve-
nience.

Lauren Taylor knows there’s something else 
out there.

DJ Taylor is blue when the berries allow it.
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D. Jamez Terry (alias Vermicious Knid) is a zine-
writing, fiddle-playing, circus-loving historian and 
radical performance artist.  He has published more 
than 50 zines, been featured on NPR’s Weekend 
Edition and in the Dark Matter exhibit at the Bal-
timore Museum of Art, and co-founded both the 
Denver Zine Library and the Tranny Roadshow.  
He moves as often as possible, in order to keep 
wreaking havoc in new parts of the world.

Kate Thompson is someone who always has a 
pen and paper at hand, loves Word Processor like 
she loves Frosted Shredded Wheat, and sings in 
the rain. Her favorite writers are Jane Austen, John 
Connelly, and Cormac McCarthy. Someday, she 
wants to professionally raise awareness for mental 
illness. She’s the kid in the back of the bus singing 
“This is the song that never ends...”

After graduating from the BFA program in May, 
Elliott Vogel returned to his home in the Bay 
Area, only to be confused by winter’s absence and 
the availability of regular public transportation. He 
is currently working on ghostwriting a manuscript 
for a local guru, and raising kundalini. 
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Amy Blankenship has had a short sabbatical 
away from herself and her creativity. After some 
excruciatingly awkward mistakes, a trip around 
the world, and a plethora of self-help books, she’s 
finally back with a fresh .docx file open, and ready 
to go.

Dory Diaz is a writer, photographer, and single-
mom of two mostly lovely children.  After working 
in the real world for awhile, she realized what 
she really wanted was to write (something she 
had always done, but with her BFA she could tell 
people she was actually trained), so she moved 
her two—okay, fine, 80% of the time they’re lovely, 
15% mostly okay, and 5% truly awful but loveable 
anyway—children and herself to Maine, where 
she is now pursuing her BFA in Creative Writing 
at UMF.
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